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Dear Customer: 

Presented this month in the first Heritage Numismatic Journal is perhaps our 
largest offering of inventory in recent memory. Included are our purchases from the 
recently concluded ANA convention in San Diego, the latest from our overseas buy¬ 
ing offices as well as the cream of our private treaty purchases from the last two 

months. 

The two shows held in San Diego during August demonstrated that the 
numismatic marketplace is indeed extremely healthy. All dealers reported great 
satisfaction with the results from both shows, and many claimed the shows were the 

best in recent memory. 
Naturally, gem quality type material led the way both on the bourse floor and on 

the auction block. Superb quality pieces brought double bid and more. 
Volume at both shows was extremely high with some estimates of bourse floor 

sales in excess of $20 million. The two auctions realized another $10 million. 
If indeed the ANA sets the pace for the following year, numismatists can certain¬ 

ly expect increased activity and much higher prices. 

Sincerely, 

Michael W. Sherman 
General Manager 
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A FEW WORDS ABOUT VALUE 

It is the intention of Heritage Rare Coin Galleries to deliver to the collector the best 
value available in numismatics today. This is certainly a claim many can make, but only 
one firm can really deliver. What then, are the reasons why we can make this pledge to 
you? 

Heritage draws upon unparalleled worldwide sources for its inventory offerings 
each month. This includes not only numerous overseas buying offices, but attendance at 
virtually every major convention held in this country. Our buyers examine more coins, 
from a wider variety of sources than any other numismatic firm in the world. 

Secondly, the buying ability and eye for quality of our chief numismatists, Jim 
Halperin and Steve Ivy is legendary. The combined knowledge and talent of these two 
men is unequalled in the industry, and their opinion about a particular coin is usually 
regarded as the ultimate authority. 

Even without direct sales to collectors, Heritage would still be the largest rare coin 
company in the world, as over 60% of our sales are made to other dealers. What better 
testimony to value can be made, than the heavy patronage of other experts in the field. 
If anyone should recognize superior value, they should. As a collector, why not deal 
with the source? 

Finally, each coin we sell is graded and then rechecked by a minimum of three ex¬ 
perienced numismatists. The standards we use are among the most conservative and 
precise in the industry. 

In order to maintain this precision, we've introduced the use of the pluses (-F). 
Coins graded with pluses generally represent pieces which are borderline between the 
listed numeric grade and the next highest grade. It has been our experience that most of 
these coins when sold to other dealers are resold at the next highest grade. (Over 70% of 
our 63-b's are sold to other dealers!) 

Our prices may seem high, especially when compared to more optimistic graders. 
Be assured however, that as the largest source of rare U.S. coins in the world, no one is 
in a better position to, or does deliver, coin for coin, better value than Heritage. 
Remember, each coin sold by HRCG carries with it the strongest guarantee of value and 
grade in the entire numismatic industry. We strongly encourage each of you to compare 
us on these points with anyone else in the world. 



ORDERING INSTRUCTIONS 
1. American Express, VISA and MasterCard accepted. Please include your signature and send all information on raised 

portion of card with order. 
2. Please list your second choice, as many items are one of a kind in our stock. If ordering by type, list "same type" as 

your second choice. Your first choice is always sent unless already sold. 
3. Free 90-day lay-away offered. Please send 25 percent with order and 25 percent per month. $200 minimum order 

please. Unpaid lay-aways over 90 days are returned to stock. American Express will not be accepted for lay-aways. 
4. Six-month lay-away available. Call us for details. 
5. Call on our toll-free WATS line 1-800-872-6467 on any order over $100. 
6. Heritage will not be undersold by any dealer. As proof of our certainty, every coin you buy carries our Value 

Guarantee that gives you written protection of the best value in the industry. 
7. All coins are guaranteed to be genuine. 
8. Full 30-day return privileges for any reason. 
9. Texas residents add 5 percent sales tax. 

10. All orders shipped Air Mail postpaid the same day if possible. 
11. Coins may be examined in person in our offices in Dallas, Texas. Since all coins are kept in bank vaults, they are 

available to be viewed only during banking hours. Please call at least 30 minutes prior to arrival, so that the coins 
may be removed from the bank vaults. 

12. Ten-day approval service available to established customers or customers with qualified references. 

VALUE GUARANTEE 
Any Heritage coin may be returned within 30 days of your receipt for a full refund if you are not completely satisfied. 
Further, if within six months from date of receipt of your Heritage coin you make a bonafide purchase or have a 
bonafide option to purchase from another established dealer in the trade a coin of the same type, date, denomination, 
mint mark, and grade for less money than your Heritage coin, then upon proof of your purchase or purchase option, 
Heritage will, at its option, either refund your full Heritage purchase price plus ANACS fees, in exchange for the 
Heritage coin, or issue you a check for the difference between the Heritage purchase price and the purchase or purchase 
option price for the comparable coin plus ANACS fees. 
It is also guaranteed that all coins sold are genuine. As proof of our certainty that no counterfeit or altered coin can 
escape our attention, it is also guaranteed that we will refund the full Heritage purchase price plus 15% interest per year 
compounded annually on any non-authentic coin sold through Heritage Rare Coin Galleries. If you request auction for 
liquidation, Heritage Numismatic Auctions, Inc., after acceptance, will catalog your coins at the same grade which you 
purchased them. 
For the purpose of grade comparison under this guarantee, both the Heritage coin and the comparable coin must be graded by ANACS. This 
guarantee is valid only so long as the original condition of the coin has been maintained from the date of receipt of the Heritage coin. This guarantee 
applies to all purchases after July 31, 1983. 

OFFICE HOURS 
All times are Central Time Zone 
Monday, 8:30 A.M.-8:30 P.M. 

Tuesday-Friday, 8:30 A.M.-6:00 P.M. 
Saturday, 10:00 A.M.-2:00 P.M. 
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Rare United States Coins For Sale 

COLONIALS 

1762-B MS (63) Sou Marque. Rouen Mint. Rose-gold 
with incredible luster present. An extremely rare 
issue in any grade — unheard of in Mint State. A 
prize for the specialist. .1,150.00 

1773 MS (65) Virginia Half Penny. Period after 
GEORGIUS. We currently have two lovely full red 
pieces in stock. Both are remarkably vibrant, quite 
clean and represent the opportunity to acquire a 
legitimately Mint State Colonial. Each is priced at. 

.1,750.00 
1778 AU (50) Machin's Mill. Imitation British Half¬ 

pence. Mottled olive-brown. A superb example of 
this issue.  995.00 

1783 EF (45+ ) Washington and Independence. Baker-1. 
Vlack 1-A. Small Military Bust. Struck from shat¬ 
tered dies; scarce die state. 695.00 

1787 VF (35) Machin's Mill. Sharply struck and very 
clean; an excellent piece for the type collector. 

.350.00 
1788 VF (25) Massachusetts Cent. With Period. Mottled 

olive-brown; large red verdigris patch at the eagle's 
left wing.295.00 

(ca. 1792-4) VF (30) Kentucky Token. Plain Edge. 275.00 

HALF CENTS 

1794 VF (30) Cohen-9. (R-2). Perfect dies. Fairly dark 
brown; uniform light porosity on the obverse and 
reverse.1,765.00 

1794 MS (60) Cohen-9. (R-2). Perfect dies. Deep ebony- 
olive. The obverse is somewhat granular while the 
reverse is heavily granular. The coin is, however, 
unworn and the obverse (struck in high relief) 
shows full hair detail. Condition Census! The most 
important coin in the list for the copper specialist. 

.9,750.00 
1806 MS (60+) Cohen-4. (R-l). Large 6. Stems. 

Mellowed red. Typical strike with weakness at the 
bust and corresponding reverse. Pleasing and 
perfect for a typeset. 1,260.00 

1809 MS (60 + ) Cohen-3. (R-2). Superb glossy tan and 
cherry. Centrally sharp but a trifle blurry at the up¬ 
per reverse and below the base of the wreath. 
While this is the most common variety of the date, 
no 1809 Half Cent is readily obtainable in Mint 
State. 785.00 

1828 AU (55 +) Cohen-3.13 Stars. . 200.00 
1828 MS (60+) Cohen-3. 13 Stars. Mottled olive and 

dark brown.450.00 
1828 MS (63) Cohen-3. 13 Stars. Prooflike deep olive 

with violet underflashes. A sharp and lovely coin. 
660.00 

1828 MS (63 + ) Cohen-3. 13 Stars. Mellowed red and 
brown obverse; fiery red reverse with only the 
slightest mellowing present. Unimprovable quality 
for the date.1,675.00 

1829 AU (55 + ) Prooflike. Deep brown obverse; 
chocolate brown reverse.250.00 

1829 MS (60) Even brown with green toning below. 
....240.00 

1833 Proof (60 + ) Deep purplish-brown with iridescence 
below Much of the Proof surface adheres. Rare; at 
least a high R-6 if not a low R-7. An important coin 
ft H +*■ specialist 2,250.00 

1835 MS (60+) Olive-brown with nice frost on the 
reverse 450.00 

1835 MS (63+ ) Darker olive-brown; similar cartwheel 
on the reverse; sharp strike. 1,675.00 

B  690.00 
1855 At I (50) 120.00 
1855 MS '60i Well struck 250.00 
1855 Proof 63 631 Mellowed red and brown with hints 

of purple primarily in the obverse fields, the color 
is about 60% original red A tiny patch of rough¬ 
ness below CENT does not detract. Rare; a full R-6 
with few of these pieces available on today's 
market ANACS certified for grade and authentici¬ 
ty 'see color photo) 4,950 00 

1887 MS (60 + / Mellowed red obverse iridescent olive 
reverse Prooflike and attrac five 585 00 

LARGE CENTS 

1793 EF (40) Wreath. Sheldon-9. (R-2). Cleaned at one 
time, now retoning to an even brown. Late reverse 
state with breaks as described by Sheldon; a few 
light flan cracks are also present, (see color photo) 

6,000.00 

1793 AU (55) Wreath. S-8. (R-3). Dark brown. A lovely 
charismatic Wreath Cent which is one of the 
sharper examples of this type we have owned. The 
surfaces display a light uniform granularity but no 
details are affected. An important Cent for the 
specialist or the advanced type collector. 12,500.00 

1803 MS (60) Sheldon-260. (R-l). Condition Census! 
Superbly mottled olive, tan and brown. As sharp 
as this date is generally found with full hair and 
vein detail on the leaves present. Although S-260 is 
the most common 1803 variety, it is quite scarce in 
Mint State. An important coin for the Cent collec¬ 
tor. 2.250.00 

1804 EF (45) S-266. (R-2). Perfect Dies. Dark but even 
brown. A recent European discovery and one of 
the finest 1804 Cents to be offered in years. Sharp¬ 
ness wise, this coin rates a full "50" but it is down¬ 
graded by very minor porosity on the obverse and 
reverse. But when comparing the surfaces to the 
typical 1804 Cent, this coin's minor irregularities 
are just that. Minor. An important piece for the 
date collector or specialist. 4,950.00 

1829 MS (63) Mottled olive-brown; full strike. 720.00 
1833 MS (63 + ) Red and brown obverse with a frosty 

red wheel; flaming red reverse. Underrated and not 
easily improved upon.2,040.00 

1837 MS (63) PHC, ML. Red and brown with quite a bit 
of original color adhering to the obverse. 720.00 

1842 AU (55) Large Date. Chocolate brown. 170.00 
1850 MS (63) Red and brown.660.00 
1850 MS (63 + ) Very well struck. .1,800.00 
1851 MS (63) Chocolate brown with a nice obverse 

wheel..  660.00 
1851 MS (63 + ) Chocolate brown with traces of red on 

the reverse. The obverse is extremely glossy and at¬ 
tractive, (see color photo) .1,800.00 

1852 AU (55 + ). 200.00 
1852 MS (60 +) Red and brown.450.00 
1852 MS (63 + ) Mostly red obverse; full red reverse. 

.1,800.00 
1853 MS (63) Faded red and brown; good luster. 660.00 
1853 MS (63 +) Mostly red with some obverse mellow¬ 

ing. .  1,800.00 
1855 MS (60 + ) Slanting 5’s. Mellowed red obverse; 

olive-brown reverse.450.00 
1855 MS (63) Upright 5's. Red and olive; an attractive 

Cent.660.00 
1855 MS (63 + ) Upright 5's. Red and brown; excellent 

obverse color.  1,800.00 
1856 MS (60) Slanting 5.   235.00 
1856 MS (60+) Slanting 5. 450.00 

FLYING EAGLE CENTS 

1857 AU (50 + )  170.00 
1857 MS (63) Well struck and lustrous; the color is 

outstanding.  630.00 
1857 MS (63 + ) Deep gold with ample luster below. 

Sharply struck and very suitable for type. 1,695.00 
1858 MS (63 + ) Small Letters. A near twin to the above 

with slightly lighter color. The strike is outstan¬ 
ding. Again, a most suitable type coin. . 1,725.00 

1858 MS (65) Large Letters. Superb ultra-lustrous 
obverse toned to a warm brownish-gold. The 
reverse is a bit spotty. 2,760.00 

INDIAN CENTS 

1859 AU (55 + ). 235.00 
1859 MS (63 +) A lovely first year of issue coin. 1.695 00 
1860 AU(50+) 55.00 
1860 AU (55+ I . 85.00 
1860 MS (60 + ) 200 00 
I860 MS (63). W0.00 

1860 MS (63) Prooflike. 350.00 
1861 MS (63) Nice color and luster. 385.00 
1861 MS (63 + ) Sharp and clean.850.00 
1861 Proof (60 +) Very choice for the grade. 660.00 
1862 AU (55 + ).85.00 
1862 MS (60+). 200.00 
1862 MS (63). 300.00 
1862 MS (63 + ).720.00 
1863 AU (55). .   70.00 
1863 MS (60). 100.00 
1863 MS (63). 300.00 
1863 MS (63/63) Somewhat prooflike with lovely pur¬ 

ple and lime-gold toning. ANACS certified. 830.00 
1863 Proof (65) Brick red obverse; red and olive reverse. 

Struck from 180° rotated dies; scarce as such. 
.3,125.00 

1864 MS (60) Copper Nickel.115.00 
1864 MS (63) Copper Nickel. 300.00 
1864 MS (63 + ) Copper Nickel. One obverse spot from 

a Gem.775.00 
1864 Proof (63) Copper-Nickel. Greenish-gold with 

iridescence below. A virtual Gem and a scarce date 
in Proof state.1,925.00 

1864 Proof (65 + ) Copper-Nickel. Full cameo with com¬ 
plimentary contrasting lime-gold surfaces. Easily 
one of the nicest CN Proofs we have seen, (see 
color photo).6,250.00 

1864 MS (60 + ) Bronze. Faded red. 105.00 
1864 MS (63 +) Bronze. Full red. 330.00 
1864 MS (65 +) Bronze. Full red, full strike. 680.00 
1864 MS (67) Bronze. Full red, full strike. Superb! 850.00 
1865 Proof (63) Red and brown.895.00 
1865 Proof (65) Red and brown with reverse wood- 

graining. Underrated; scarcer than even its scant 
mintage would indicate.2,250.00 

1866 MS (63 +) Mellowed deep red. 475.00 
1866 Proof (65) Fiery golden red. A vibrant unspotted 

Gem.2.450.00 
1867 MS (63 +) Lustrous golden-red with deeper red at 

the central obverse.475.00 
1867 Proof (63) Golden-red with iridescence and light 

woodgraining below.695.00 
1868 MS (65 +) Fiery red and fully struck. As fine an 

1868 Indian Cent as we've seen in some time.960.00 
1868 Proof (65) Struck from dies rotated 180°. Slightly 

mellowed red obverse; violet and mellow red 
reverse.2,450.00 

1869 MS (65 + ) Fairly deep golden-red. Fully struck and 
unspotted; of the same unbelievable quality as the 
1868. 1,450.00 

1869 Proof (63).995.00 
1870 MS (63 + ) Golden red obverse; lime-gold reverse. 

Nice.595.00 
1870 Proof (60).495.00 
1870 Proof (63) Golden-red; unusually brilliant for the 
date. 995.00 

1870 Proof (63 + ) Virtual full red with violet below. 
.1,400.00 

1871 MS (65) Prooflike; light golden-red. A very sharp 
example of this popular date. 975.00 

1871 Proof (63+) Virtual full red with light wood- 
graining below. .. 1,450.00 

1871 Proof (65 + ) Vibrant gold red with hints of lime. 
Another Gem.2,750.00 

1872 EF (45). 180.00 
1872 AU (50). 215.00 
1872 Proof (63) Golden red obverse; eraser-pink reverse 

with a spot or two present. 895.00 
1872 Proof (65) Golden-red obverse; fiery red reverse. 

An unspotted Gem and a scarce date this nice. 
2,450.00 

1873 MS (60+) Open 3. 155 00 
1873 Proof (63) Golden-red and brown with underlying 

woodgraining. 500.00 
1875 Proof (63) Golden-olive and brown. 500 00 
1876 Proof (63+) Red obverse; red and brown reverse 

l 130.00 

1877 Proof (63) Red and brown with strong wood 
graining atop pristine surfaces. Excellent quality tor 
the date and grade A premium example of this 
popular coin. 2,950 00 
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INDIAN CENTS 

1877 Proof (65) Deep orange-red with minor mellowing 

on the high spots. This Gem is in full brilliance and 

possesses a "pizazz" almost unheard of for the date. 

Fitting for the absolutely finest of Indian Cent sets. 

(see color photo).5,750.00 

1879 MS (t>0+ ) 85.00 

1879 MS (63 +) Virtually full red; nice surfaces. 350.00 

1879 Proof (63) Golden-red and brown 1,050.00 

1879 Proof (65) Full red. An exceptional Proof Indian 

Cent.1.680.00 

1880 MS (60 + ). 60.00 
1880 MS (63) Superbly toned.85.00 

1881 MS (60+). ....  60.00 

1881 MS (63 + ).250.00 

1881 Proof (63 + ) Purple-red and gold. 1,050.00 

1882 MS (63) Red and violet.85.00 
1882 Proof (63) Olive-brown.420.00 

1882 Proof (63/63) Mellowed red and brown with a 

purple crescent at the right obverse. 485.00 

1883 MS (63) Mellowed red and gold.85.00 

1883 MS (63 + ) Full red. ... 250.00 

1883 Proof (63).420.00 

1883 Proof (65) Red and brown..1,680.00 

1884 MS (63).100.00 

1884 MS (63 + ) Full red; tiny nick on the central 

obverse.280.00 

1884 Proof (65) Red and brown. . . 1,680.00 

1884 Proof (67) Superb! Full red. 2,800.00 

1885 Proof (65) Iridescent red obverse; chocolate 

reverse.1,680.00 

1886 Proof (63) Red and brown. 420.00 

1886 Proof (65) Purple, gold and red. A pretty Cent. 
.1,680.00 

1887 MS (63+) Prooflike.235.00 

1887 MS (65) Full red; a tiny bit weak at the 88 in the 

date.385.00 

1887 Proof (63).  420.00 

1887 Proof (65) Iridescent chocolate brown. 1,680.00 

1888 MS (60 + ).60.00 

1888 MS (63).85.00 

1888 Proof (60 + ).275.00 

1888 Proof (63) 420.00 

1888 Proof (65) .1,680.00 

1889 MS (63 + ).245.00 
1889 Proof (65) Deep brick red and gold.1,680.00 

1890 MS (63 +) Full red; light obverse marks. 255.00 

1890 Proof (63) Red and brown.270.00 

1891 MS (60 + ).60.00 

1891 MS (63).85.00 

1891 MS (63 + ).255.00 
1891 MS (65) Full red; a blazer.425.00 

1892 MS (63) Full red; light obverse spots.85.00 

1892 Proof (63).420.00 

1892 Proof (65) Golden-red.1,680.00 

1893 MS (63 +) Full red; light obverse spots. 245.00 

1893 MS (65) Mellowed red and brown. 385.00 

1893 Proof (65 +) Intense golden-red.2,240.00 

1894 MS (63 + ) Red and iridescent olive. 245.00 

1894 Proof (65) .1,680.00 

1895 MS (60 + ). . 55.00 

1895 Proof (65) Iridescent red; a lovely coin. 1,680.00 

1896 MS (60) .35.00 

1896 MS (63) Mellowed red.85.00 

1896 MS (63 + ).245.00 

1897 MS (63)  85.00 

1897 MS (65) Full fiery red.400.00 

1897 Proof (63).420.00 

1898 MS (60+) ...60.00 

1898 MS (63 + ) 245.00 

1898 Proof (63 + ) .1,050.00 
1898 Proof (65) Golden-red with iridescence on the 

obverse. 1,680.00 

1899 MS (60).35.00 

1899 MS (63)   85.00 

1899 MS (63 + ) Lightly mellowed red; a virtual Gem. 
.245.00 

1899 Proof (65) .1,680.00 

1900 MS (60+).60.00 

1900 MS (63) Red and brown.85.00 

1900 MS (63 + ) Full red.245.00 
1900 Proof (63 +) Golden-red; Gem reverse. .1,050.00 

1901 MS (63) Full red.85.00 

1901 MS (65) Fiery red. 400.00 

1901 Proof (65) Iridescent golden-brown obverse; 

similar but less flashy reverse, (see color photo) 
. 1,680.00 

1902 MS (60) 30.00 

1902 MS (63) 85.00 

1902 MS (63 + ) Full red. 245.00 

1902 MS (63 +) Full red. Prooflike. 275.00 

1902 Proof (60+ ) Olive-red.270.00 

1903 MS (63 + ) . 245 00 

1903 MS (65) A flaming red Gem with a superb reverse. 
400.00 

1903 Proof (63) 420.00 

1903 Proof (65) A chocolate brown Gem. 1,680.00 

1904 MS (60+) 60.00 

1904 MS (63) Mostly red 85.00 

1905 MS (60+) ' 60.00 

1905 MS (63).85.00 

1905 MS (63 + ) Superb color. 245.00 

1905 Proof (65) Full red. An excellent type coin. 1,680.00 

1906 MS (60) .30.00 

1906 MS (60+).60.00 

1906 MS (63).85.00 

1906 MS (65) Full red. 400.00 

1906 Proof (63) .420.00 
1906 Proof (65) .1,680.00 

1907 MS (60).30.00 
1907 MS (60+).60.00 

1907 MS (63) Lightly mellowed red.85.00 

1907 MS (63 + ) Full red. A few obverse spots from the 

superb level.245.00 

1907 Proof (65) Golden-red. 1,680.00 

1908 MS (63).85.00 

1908 MS (65) Fiery golden-red.400.00 

1908 Proof (65 + ) .2,240.00 

1909 MS (63).85.00 
1909 MS (63 + ) Mellowed red and lime-gold. 265.00 

1909 Proof (63 + ) Iridescent red. 1,050.00 

1909-S MS (63) Golden-red and brown with light wood- 

graining below. Sharp for the date with four full 

diamonds visible. This scarcer date is rarely found 

choicer.600.00 

1909-S MS (65) Pale golden-brown with reverse wood- 

graining at the central reverse. A bit weak at the 

feather bps but legihmately lustrous!!) and entirely 

free of spots. 1,320.00 

LINCOLN CENTS 

1909 MS (63) VDB.20.00 
1909 MS (63 + ) VDB. Virtual full red. 45.00 

1909 MS (65) VDB. Full red. 65.00 
1909 MS (67) VDB. Superb! A fiery red Gem. 110.00 

1909 Proof (63 + ) VDB. Full red with purple toning at 

the obverse and reverse peripheries. Very sharp 

and obviously a true Proof; scarce as such.2,450.00 

1909-S MS (60) VDB. 495.00 

1909-S MS (63) VDB. Red and brown; nice surfaces. 
.695.00 

1909-S MS (65) VDB. Full red. Conspicuously free of 

marks and/or spots with complimentary surfaces 

and luster.1,440.00 

1909-S MS (67) VDB. Superb! Fiery red. An incredible 

coin which has not changed in appearance in 73 

years, (see color photo)  2,400.00 

1909 MS (63 + ). 45.00 

1909 MS (65).70.00 

1909 MS (67) Superb! Full red. 120.00 

1909-S MS (60) Golden-red.170.00 

1909-S MS (63 +) Golden-red; a virtual 65 . 350.00 

1909-S MS (65) Golden-red obverse; full red reverse. 

.480.00 

1910 MS (65 + ) A fiery red blazer.95.00 

1910 Proof (63 +) Olive and red obverse; red and brown 

reverse with purple hues below. 695.00 

1910 Proof (65) Very slightly mellowed red with light 

purple toning in scattered areas on the obverse and 

reverse. A splendid strike makes this a premium 

Matte Proof.995.00 

1910-SMS (60).90.00 

1910-SMS (60+). 125.00 

1910-SMS(63 + )Full red. 320.00 

1910-S MS (65) Fiery red; full strike. 480.00 

1911 MS (65) A fiery red Gem.95.00 

1911 Proof (60 + ) Olive-purple and gold with wood- 

graining below.450.00 

1911 Proof (63 + ) Full red obverse; golden-red reverse. 

A Hny planchet flake in back of Lincoln's neck 

separates this from an otherwise deserved 65 grade. 

. 695.00 
1911 Proof (65/65) Superb natural iridescence on the 

obverse and reverse; the coin has, though, been 

lacquered. AN ACS certified. 795.00 

1911 Proof (65/65) Glittering full red obverse; brick red 

reverse with purple undertones. The obverse of 

this Cent rivals any Matte Lincoln we’ve seen. 

AN ACS certified. 995.00 

1911-DMS (63 + ) Full red; light obverse spots. 285.00 

1911-D MS (65) Fiery red and fully struck. The serious 

collector is urged to examine the early Branch Mint 

Lincolns in this ad — they are exquisite. 400.00 

1911-S MS (65) Golden-red. Interesbng matte-like sur¬ 

faces with broad rims. The strike is full and the sur¬ 

faces unspotted. Scarce as such. 765.00 

1912 MS (65) Slightly mellowed red; sharp strike. 125.00 

1912 MS (65) Golden-red; full strike 125 00 

1912-D MS (63+) Full red. full strike, a lew light 

obverse spots. 350.00 

1912-D MS (65) Blazing red, sharp stnke This is 

amongst the most difficult of all Lincolns to locate 

in this grade. 540 00 

1912- S MS (65) Very slightly mellowed red; bold stnke 

Again, a scarce coin. 710.00 

1913 MS (63 + ) 75.00 
1913- D MS (63 +) Full red; reverse fingerprint 300 00 

1913-D MS (67) Superb! Golden-red with mdescence 

below. Full strike. Absolutely unimprovable. 
800.00 

1913-SMS (60+) Ugly. 140.00 
1913-S MS (65) Deep golden-red. Very sharp for the 

date; nice surfaces and luster. Scarce. 930.00 

1913- S MS (65 +) Golden-red obverse; full red reverse 

One mark on Lincoln's coat from a full "67' grade. 
.1,240.00 

1914 MS (63).90.00 

1914 MS (65) Full red, full strike. 260.00 

1914 Proof (63 +) Superb lime-orange obverse; flaming 

red reverse slightly marred by a fingerprint at 6:00. 

.1,100.00 
1914 Proof (65) Golden-red, light brown and purple. 

Very sharply struck with a strong beard and extra¬ 

broad rims. The reverse is simply superb 1,350.00 

1914- D MS (65) Deep golden-red and lime. Fully struck 

— especially so on the obverse. Unspotted and un¬ 

marked, this is the finest 1914-D Cent on today's 

market.2,150.00 

1914- S MS (63 + ) Deep red with iridescence below. 

Scarce.1,025.00 

1915 MS (65) Blazing red, fully struck. Wow! 365.00 
1915 Proof (60 + ) Deep even olive with a touch of blue- 

hued luster on the reverse.575.00 

1915 Proof (63) Golden-brown with rather heavy 

woodgraining on the obverse. With a bit more 

color, a certain "65.". 975.00 
1915 Proof (63 + ) Woodgrained golden-brown with 

obverse iridescence. A few tiny (and we mean Hny) 

obverse spots preclude a higher grade. 1,150.00 

1915 Proof (63/65) Full red obverse with one spot in the 

right field; similar reverse with light spots atop the 

E in ONE and the left wheat stalk. ANACS cer¬ 

tified for grade and authenricity. 650.00 

1915- D MS (63) 95.00 
1915-D MS (63 + ) Fiery red obverse with a little nick 

below ST in TRUST; deeper red reverse with 

golden flashes below. 290.00 

1915- S MS (65) Deep iridescent golden-red. A superb ex¬ 

ample of this scarce date.930.00 

1916 MS (65 +) Fiery golden-red; incredible flash for the 

date. 100.00 

1916- D MS (65) Deep blood red. Another unimprovable 
Cent.350.00 

1916- S MS (65 + ) Full red, full strike. 640.00 

1917 MS (63 +) Slightly spotty; mostly red. 50.00 

1917 MS (65) Full fiery red. 80.00 
1917- D MS (65+) Deep red with underlying iridescence. 
.510.00 

1917- SMS (63 + ). 295.00 

1918 MS (65) 80.00 
1918- D MS (63+) Full red, average strike. 240.00 

1918-D MS (65) Spectacular iridescent red; fully struck 

and unspotted. 385.00 

1918-SMS (63 + ) . 295.00 

1918- S MS (65) . . . 480.00 

1919 MS (63). 20.00 

1919 MS (63 + ). 50.00 
1919 MS (65) Full fiery red. Again, we must stress that 

Early Lincolns of this quality are very seldom of¬ 

fered. 75.00 

1919- D MS (63 +) Two reverse spots but still verv pleas¬ 

ing. 125.00 

1919-SMS (63) 65.00 

1919- S MS (67) Full red. full strike. Unimprovable. 
. 500.00 

1920 MS (63) 20.00 

1920 MS (63 + ). . 45.00 

1920- D MS (63) Pinkish-red; a few minor obverse spots 

85 Of 
1920-S MS (63+) Full red; a bit weak at the peripheries 

but sharp centrally. 265.00 

1920- S MS (67) Glowing golden-orange This unspotted 

Gem is easily the finest 1920-S Cent we've owned. 

. 725.00 

1921 MS (63). 60.00 

1921 MS (67) Superb! . 280 00 

1921- S MS (63+) Golden-red with woodgraining 

below. Verv well struck for the date Scarce 675 00 
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LINCOLN CENTS 

1922 MS (o5) Plain Red and brown. An exquisite exam¬ 

ple ot this contemporary scarcity. The surfaces are 

very clean and display detail unheard of for the 

variety It has been many years since we have 

owned a 1922-P of this quality and it will probably 

be many years before this coin's equal is found. 

.9,600.00 
1922-D MS (63 +) .300.00 

1923 MS (63)  20.00 

1923 MS (63 + ). .45.00 

1923 MS (65) Deep red.  70.00 

1924 MS (63)  45.00 

1924 MS (63 + ).105.00 

1924 MS (65) Full fiery red. 165.00 

192+D MS (67) Superb! Full strike. Deep glowing 

golden-red obverse; mellowed golden-brown 

reverse. One of the rarest Lincoln Cents in this 

grade, (see color photo). .2,200.00 

1924- S MS (63 + ) Mellowed red. Very sharply struck 

and scarce as such.  575.00 

1925 MS (65 + ).80.00 

1925- D MS (63 + ).275.00 

1925-D MS (65) Full red, full strike. Underrated. 480.00 

1925- S MS (63+) Deep red; the reverse is a bit dis¬ 

colored. Average strike.410.00 

1926 MS (63).15.00 

1926 MS (63 + ).35.00 

1926 MS (65).60.00 

1926- D MS (65).480.00 

1926- S MS (65) Fiery golden-red; very sharp for the 

date.700.00 

1927 MS (65 + ) As struck.70.00 

1927- D MS (65) Full red, sharply struck.390.00 

1927- S MS (67) Superb! Does a finer piece exist? 1,270.00 

1928 MS (65).55.00 

1928- D MS (63 +).185.00 

1928- S MS (65) Lovely iridescent obverse.630.00 

1929 MS (63 + ).30.00 

1929- D MS (67) Superb!.360.00 

1930 MS (63 + ).25.00 

1930 MS (65) Full red.45.00 

1930- D MS (65) Full red.110.00 

1930-D MS (65 + ).145.00 

1930- SMS (65).75.00 

1931 MS (63 + ).65.00 

1931- D MS (63 +).195.00 

1931-D MS (65).280.00 

1931-SMS (63) .100.00 

1931- SMS (65).240.00 

1932 MS (63 + ) Full red.  60.00 

1932- D MS (63 +) Full red.55.00 

1933 MS (65) Full red.  115.00 

1933- D MS (65) Full red.95.00 

1934- D MS (65) Full red.50.00 

1937 Proof (60 + ).115.00 

1937 Proof (63)  140.00 

1937 Proof (63 + ).175.00 

1938 Proof (63)  85.00 

1938 Proof (63+).105.00 

1939 Proof (63).75.00 

1939 Proof (65 + ).150.00 

1940 Proof (63).70.00 

1940 Proof (63 + ).85.00 

1941 Proof (60+).50.00 

1941 Proof (65).95.00 

1942 Proof (63).65.00 

1942 Proof (63 + ).80.00 

1972 MS (60+ ) Double Die.250.00 

1972 MS (67 +) Double Die. Fiery red; an unmarked 

Gem.810.00 

TWO CENT PIECES 

1864 MS (60) Large Motto.  175.00 

1864 MS (60+) Large Motto. Red and brown. 325.00 

1864 MS (63) Large Motto. Red and brown. 480.00 

1864 MS (63+ ) Large Motto. Golden-red and brown. 

. 1,080.00 

1864 MS (63/65) Large Motto. Red and brown. 

AN ACS certified. 1,250.00 

1864 MS (65) 1-arge Motto. Obviously doubled 64. A 

lustrous Gem with much of its original red present. 

..1,680.00 

1864 MS (63) Small Motto. Olive-brown and red with 

quite a bit of original red on the reverse. Sharp, 

unspotted and scarce, (see color photo) 1,080.00 

1865 MS (63) Red and brown; glossy spot-free obverse. 

480.00 

1865 MS (65) Fiery red A touch of striking weakness at 

the very nght of the shield; otherwise an unspotted 

Gem 1.680 00 

18oo MS (63 + ) Mostly golden-red; sharp and attrac¬ 

tive . 1,100.00 

1867 MS (63 +) Deep glowing red. Fully struck, unspot¬ 

ted and very flashy.1,100.00 

18t>8 MS (63).510.00 
1868 MS (63 + ) Deep golden-red; very gold and clean. 

.1,125.00 

1869 MS (63 +) Mellowed golden-red. A sharp example 

of this scarcer date.1,175.00 

1870 MS (63) Brick-red and brown. Scarce. 570.00 

1870 MS (63 +) Full strike. Deep golden-red; a few very 

light marks on the obverse. The color of this coin is 

exceptional.  1,260.00 

1870 Proof (65/65) Golden-brown obverse with under¬ 

lying woodgraining; lighter golden-brown reverse 

with similar woodgraining and lovely purple 

undertones. AN ACS certified. Scarce. . .3,050.00 

1871 Proof (60+) Two-tone brown with purple below. 

.725.00 

1871 Proof (63 +) Golden-red and brown. Fully brilliant 

and quite choice.2,175.00 

1872 Proof (65) Golden brown with violet and orange 

undertones at the central devices. Always in de¬ 

mand due to the rarity of real business strikes. 

.3,950.00 

1873 Proof (63 + ) Open 3. Restrike. Chocolate brown 

with golden-brown undertones. Quite brilliant and 

clean with no spots or problems. In its own brown 

way, just as impressive as the next.3,125.00 

1873 Proof (65) Closed 3. Original. Full red with minor 

obverse mellowing and underlying reverse 

iridescence. This scarce Proof only issue has 

become nearly impossible to locate without some 

sort of impairment, (see color photo) . . . .4,080.00 

THREE CENT PIECES (SILVER) 

1851 MS (65) Untoned, lustrous and sharply struck. 

.3,120.00 

1851-0 AU (55 +) Prooflike.340.00 

1851-0 MS (63 + ) Superior strike for the date. Various 

shades of gold toning on the obverse and reverse. 

Popular and scarce in this grade.2,130.00 

1852 AU (50).115.00 

1852 MS (60).265.00 

1852 MS (60 + ).475.00 

1852 MS (63) Lightly toned.690.00 

1852 MS (63 +) Untoned and lustrous.1,905.00 

1854 MS (63).690.00 

1857 AU (55).300.00 

1858 MS (63).1,080.00 

1858 MS (65) Artificially toned.3,375.00 

1859 MS (63) Untoned, frosty and sharp.660.00 

1859 MS (63 +) A borderline Gem with lovely natural 

slivery-grey and blue toning.1,800.00 

1859 Proof (65) Deeply but attractively toned; the 

reverse is a bit lighter than the obverse.. 3,120.00 

1860 AU (55 +).220.00 

1860 MS (65) A frosty Gem which is particularly clean 

and well struck, (see color photo).3,120.00 

1860 Proof (60+) Deep natural burnt-gold and steel 

toning.1,665.00 

1861 AU (55+).220.00 

1861 MS (60+).475.00 

1861 MS (65) A Gem with understated obverse 

iridescence and a golden-grey reverse. . . . 2,940.00 

1861 Proof (63 +) Basically untoned. A bit rough on the 

reverse but uncleaned and original.1,995.00 

1861 Proof (65) Similarly toned to the 1859 above. Not 

for everyone but, in our eyes, a lovely coin. 

.3,120.00 

1862/1 MS (60) .290.00 

1862/1 MS (63 + ) Struck from lightly clashed dies. An 

unimprovable coin for the grade with splendid 

delicate toning.1,900.00 

1862 MS (60).265.00 

1862 MS (63).690.00 

1862 MS (65) A full strike with strong luster. . 2,940.00 

1862 Proof (63 + ) Deeply toned; the reverse is very 

choice.1,995.00 

1864 MS (63 + ) Struck from clashed dies and in posses¬ 

sion of enough Mint bloom below its iridescent 

toning to convince all viewers of its business strike 

status. Scarce.2,350.00 

1866 Proof (63) Sea-green and turquoise peripheries 

frame light violet centers. Quite clean with minor 

hairlines confined to the area around the date. 

.870.00 

1869 Proof (63 + ) Smoky lilac obverse framed by sea- 

green and gold; smoky grey reverse. Partial wire 

rims on the obverse and reverse.1,995.00 

1869 Proof (65) Understated ring toning atop fully 

reflective and extremely choice surfaces. This is as 

fine an 1869 Proof as any we've handled in some 

time 3,120.00 

1872 Proof (63 + ) Deep violet and green obverse; 

superb mottled iridescent reverse colors. A few 

stray hairlines from a full "65." . 2,750.00 
1873 Proof (63) Deep turquoise obverse; less intense 

reverse framed by a copper-gold rim and accen¬ 

tuated by a violet splash directly at the center. 

.1,775.00 
1873 Proof (65) Magnificent splashy iridescent obverse; 

monochromatic ebony reverse. The surfaces are 

especially brilliant and display no hairlines. Scarce 

and in habitual demand. 4,250.00 

THREE CENT PIECES (NICKEL) 

1865 AU (55 F).90.00 

1865 MS (63) Struck from clashed dies.360.00 

1865 MS (65).1,380.00 

1865 MS (65/65) ANACS certified.1,590.00 

1866 AU (55 + ).80.00 

1866 MS (63 + ).870.00 

1866 MS (63/65) ANACS certified; struck from clashed 

dies.1,000.00 

1867 AU (55+).80.00 

1867 MS (63).360.00 

1867 MS (63 + ) Excellent luster; average strike. 870.00 

1869 AU (55+).85.00 

1869 MS (63 + ).895.00 
1869 MS (65) Struck from lightly clashed dies but still 

sharp and lustrous.1,425.00 

1870 Proof (65) Dusky golden-grey toning atop fully 

brilliant surfaces.1,680.00 

1871 AU (55).85.00 

1871 Proof (65 + ) Untoned. Fully brilliant and unspot¬ 

ted. Gem Three Cent Nickels are another type coin 

which, at present, are in great demand, (see color 

photo).2,240.00 

1874 MS (65 + ) Struck from lightly rusted dies. An in¬ 

teresting die break runs from the date to the second 

A in AMERICA. 1,920.00 

1875 Proof (63 + ) We currently have two in stock; 

specify lightly toned or brilliant.1,100.00 

1875 Proof (63/65) ANACS certified.1,265.00 

1880 MS (65 +) Prooflike but an obvious business strike 

as evidenced by the considerable frost present. 

.2,450.00 

1881 MS (63 +) Struck from clashed dies.870.00 

1881 MS (65) Fully struck and lustrous.1,425.00 

1881 Proof (60) A bit dull but unspotted.165.00 

1883 Proof (65) Light olive and gold toning atop fully 

brilliant and unspotted surfaces; the obverse 

displays a wire rim. (see color photo) . . 1,850.00 

1884 Proof (65) An even grey Gem which, like the last 

coin, is both brilliant and spot free. 2,100.00 

1885 Proof (65) Very similar in appearance to the 1883; 

this is a bit deeper but does not display a wire rim. 

(see color photo).2,025.00 

1887 MS (63 + ) Dusky olive-grey with obvious Mint 

bloom below. Scarce.1,475.00 

1887 MS (65 + ) Another blatant business strike; this 

tends a bit more towards frostiness. Pristine and 

scarce.2,695.00 

BUST HALF DIMES 

1795 VF (25) Valentine-5. Earliest die state with no crack 

on the obverse. Natural grey; a bit rough but still 

quite attractive.1,845.00 

1795 AU (55+) V-5a. Crack from rim above Y to nose 

to base of neck. Greenish-gold with hints of 

iridescence at the peripheries. Minimally worn; this 

coin probably never entered circulation as evidenc¬ 

ed by its flawless surfaces.5,850.00 

1796 EF (40) V-la. The famous "Likerty" variety in its 

earliest die state. Struck from lightly clashed dies. 

Attractive natural golden-grey. Very sharp 

obverse; the reverse is quite weak at ATES OF. 

.3,180.00 

1800 AU (55 + ) V-la. Heavy die break below the 00 in 

the date. Delightful light grey patination with a 
sea-green obverse crescent from 3:00 to 6:00. Very 

well struck and clean; a fine example of the scarce 

Heraldic Eagle type.5,450.00 

1800 MS (60 + ) V-l. Perfect dies. Mostly prooflike with 

intriguing iridescent toning on the obverse and 

reverse. A very sharp strike with the obverse in¬ 

credibly sharp; some of the stars show their radial 

lines. The reverse is a bit weak at the stars below 

the clouds under ES in STATES. A very pleasing 

and scarce coin. 10,050.00 

1803 EF (40) V-2. Large Date. Reverse of 1805. Natural 

medium grey. Far better strike than usual with 

most of the weakness localized at the left obverse 

rim. A scarce date which is almost unobtainable in 

grades higher than this. 2.100 00 
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BUST HALF DIMES 

1829 MS (67) Superb! Full strike, prooflike obverse. A 

senational little coin on which every detail is as 

sharp as can be imagined. The citrine-gold obverse 

flashes iridescence; the reverse possesses no under¬ 

lying color, (see color photo).7,800.00 

1830 MS (60 + ) Lightly cleaned.650.00 

1830 MS (63) Superb obverse with burnt-orange toning 

peppered by iridescence below; golden-grey 

reverse. Weakly struck on the left wing but as fine 

as this grade can possibly be.1,080.00 

1831 MS (63 + ) Mottled golden pastels fail to mute the 

vivid luster of this sparkling little coin. Of definite 

importance to the medium budget type collector. 

.2,880.00 

1832 MS (63 + ) Golden obverse center framed by tur¬ 

quoise and purple; similar reverse configuration 

and color. Below the colors is a solid, unbroken 

wheel of luster. An original and attractive coin. 

.2,880.00 

1833 MS (60) Untoned and very lustrous. This sharply 

struck Half Dime is downgraded by some very 

light reverse marks.465.00 

1834 MS (63 + ) Colorwise and quality, a clone to the 

1831 listed above. Like said coin, this is worthy of 

type set consideration or investigation by the 

specialist.2,880.00 

1835 EF (45 + ) Small Date and 5C.215.00 

1835 MS (60) Small Date and 5C. Deep grey obverse 

and reverse; problem free and choice for the grade. 

.460.00 

1835 MS (60+) Large Date and 5C. Fully prooflike; 

subtle golden-green pastels.775.00 

1835 MS (65) Small Date. Large 5C. Struck from clashed 

dies. Splashy iridescent obverse; golden-grey 

reverse, (see color photo) .4,680.00 

1836 MS (65) Large 5C. A satin surfaced Gem with pale 

champagne gold toning just taking shape. This 

coin is very reminiscent of the Gem 1836 Half 

Dime in our Charmont Sale; both coins were/are 

incredibly sharp and clean.4,680.00 

LIBERTY SEATED HALF DIMES 

1837 MS (60 + ) No Stars. Triple punched date. 

Somewhat prooflike with a blush of russet on the 

reverse.825.00 

1837 MS (65) No Stars. Small Date. Very sharply struck 

and nicely toned in hues of golden-grey, sea-green 

and russet. Overrated in lower grades but scarce 

this choice, (see color photo).4,680.00 

1838 AU (55) Small Stars. Struck from rusted dies. 

Scarce.395.00 

1841 AU (55) Semiprooflike; sharp strike.200.00 

1841 AU (55 + ) Deep gold pastel toning. Original and 

attractive.245.00 

1841-0 AU (55) Even lilac toning punctuated by antique 

gold splashes. A few marks are concealed by the 

toning. Scarce.495.00 

1845 MS (65) Prooflike obverse with superb mottled 

iridescence; frosty reverse with a peripheral ring of 

burnt-gold. The head and foot are full and the 

wreath is extremely sharp. A common date in an 

uncommon grade.2,940.00 

1848 MS (63) Antique gold and apricot toning. Sharp 

and clean.765.00 

1851-0 MS (60+) Brownish-gold with intermittent 

iridescent areas. Average strike, choice surfaces. 

Very scarce.665.00 

1853 MS (60 +) Arrows.540.00 

1853 MS (63) Arrows. Struck from clashed dies. Unton¬ 

ed and frosty. 765.00 

1853 MS (63 + ) Arrows. Splendid silvery-grey toning. 
.1,850.00 

1853 MS (65) Arrows. Dusky gold toning. Free of the 

usual clashmarks(!) and exceedingly sharp. This 

popular type coin is certain to be the object of 

numerous phone calls.2,940.00 

1854 AU (50+).145.00 

1854 MS (60 + ).540.00 

1856 MS (63/63) Light gold toning. ANACS certified. 
.885.00 

1857 MS (63 + ) Above average strike and luster. 
.1,850.00 

1858 MS (60 + ) Lightly cleaned obverse; choice reverse. 
.530.00 

1858 MS (63) Typical soft strike. 770.00 

1859 MS (63) Frosty and choice with peripheral 

iridescence adding visual appeal. A popular one 

year type.960.00 

1860 MS (63)  770.00 

1860 MS (63 + ) Deep silvery-grey toning with 

iridescence below. Original and choice. 1,545.00 

1860 Proof (65) Untoned and quite brilliant 2,880.00 

1860-0 MS (60).265.00 

1860-0 MS (63 + ) Rose-gold toning amplified by con¬ 

siderable luster.1,700.00 

1861 MS (60 + ).475.00 

1861 MS (65) We currently have two pieces in stock. 

One is frosty and untoned while the other displays 

natural iridescence. Both are available at. 2,400.00 

1862 AU (55 4-).215.00 

1862 MS (63) Again, we have a pair in stock. The first is 
iridescently toned and struck from clashed dies. 

The second is untoned, somewhat prooflike and 

struck from clashed dies. Both are available at. 

.2,400.00 

1862 MS (60 + ).475.00 

1862 Proof (67) Superb! Gorgeous natural iridescent 

obverse with a cameo device; gunmetal grey 

reverse. A wholly original Gem with unhairlined, 

fully brilliant surfaces, (see color photo) 4,800.00 

1863 Proof (63 +) Smoky silvery-grey obverse and 

reverse toning. The obverse has some hairlines in 

the left field; the reverse is of Gem quality. 2,190.00 

1865 MS (60 + ) Struck from lightly clashed dies. Very 

pale orange-gold toning is present atop surfaces 

which leave no doubt that this is a true business 

strike.475.00 

1865 Proof (65) Natural deep rose-grey with apricot and 

electric blue below. Partial wire rim on the 

obverse. A decidedly above average example of 

this popular date.3,460.00 

1865 Proof (67) Superb! A violet and sea-green Gem 

whose surfaces positively scream with originality. 

.5,760.00 

1865-S MS (60) Dusky gold. Surprisingly well struck 

and lustrous. A lovely little coin which is scarcer 

than its far more celebrated Philadelphia counter¬ 

part.  950.00 

1871 Proof (63 + ) Light russet obverse; untoned and 

superb reverse.1,825.00 

1872 MS (65) Superb chartreuse, bumt-gold and sienna 

toning is illuminated by intense luster. . . 2,400.00 

1872-S MS (63+) Mintmark Below Bow.1,545.00 

1872-S MS (63 + ) Mintmark Above Bow. Prooflike; 

lovely natural iridescence on the obverse and 

reverse.1,545.00 

1872- S MS (65) Mintmark Below Bow. Frosty and un¬ 

toned. The obverse rim shows some Mint made 

roughness.2,400.00 

1873 Proof (65) A full cameo with delicate gold toning 

on the reverse.2,880.00 

1873- S MS (63/65) Prooflike; iridescent toning. ANACS 

certified.1,775.00 

SHIELD NICKELS 

1866 MS (60 + ).545.00 

1866 MS (63).770.00 

1866 MS (63 + ).2,100.00 

1866 MS (65) Prooflike obverse; full strike.3,600.00 

1867 MS (60 + ) With Rays.550.00 

1867 MS (63) No Rays.450.00 

1867 MS (65) No Rays.1,560.00 

1868 MS (60+).300.00 

1868 MS (63).450.00 
1868 MS (63 + ) Prooflike obverse with a golden cres¬ 

cent at its left.1,000.00 

1868 MS (65) Fully struck; a few minor reverse spots. 

.1,560.00 

1869 MS (63).450.00 

1869 MS (63 + ).1,025.00 

1871 Proof (65) Untoned. A few very light reverse spots 

do not detract from this brilliant coin. . 2,450.00 

1872 MS (65) Sharply Doubled Date. A satiny Gem 

enhanced by good luster and light gold toning. 

.1,650.00 

1872 Proof (65) Ultra-brilliant obverse; similarly flashy 

reverse slightly muted by golden iridescent 

splashes, (see color photo).2,040.00 

1875 Proof (63 + ) .1,335.00 

1876 Proof (63 + ) .1,335.00 

1880 Proof (65) Untoned. The surfaces are a bit more 

suggestive of a business strike than a Proof. The 

surfaces, whatever they actually look like, are 

superb.   2,250.00 

1881 Proof (65) Somewhat dusky metallic grey toning. 

Unspotted and original, this is much nicer than 

usually seen for the date.2,250.00 

1882 AU (55).95.00 

1882 MS (63 + ).1,000.00 

1882 MS (65) Full strike; excellent luster. 1,620.00 

1882 MS (65/65) ANACS certified.1,795.00 

1883 MS (60 + ).300.00 

1883 MS (63).450.00 

1883 MS (63) Prooflike obverse. 495.00 

1883 MS (63 + ). 1.000.00 

1883 MS (65). 1,560.00 
1883 MS (65/65) ANACS certified. 1,850 00 

1883 Proof (63+) . 1,335.00 
1883 Proof (65) Light to moderate iridescence is more 

prominent on the obverse than the reverse. 
. 2,040.00 

1883/2 MS (63/63) Very sharp overdate. ANACS cer¬ 

tified. 760.00 

LIBERTY NICKELS 

1883 AU (55 +) No Cents. 30.00 

1883 MS (63) No Cents.60.00 

1883 MS (63) No Cents. Prooflike. 70.00 

1883 MS (63+) No Cents.85.00 

1883 MS (65) No Cents.540.00 

1883 MS (65) No Cents. Prooflike. 650.00 

1883 MS (63 +) With Cents.700.00 

1883 MS (65) With Cents. 1,075.00 

1884 AU (50).65.00 

1884 Proof (60 +) A Gem which is downgraded by 

uniform granularity on the reverse.860.00 

1884 Proof (65) A trace of grey toning atop brilliant and 

unspotted surfaces. 1,260.00 

1885 MS (60 + ) Satiny surfaces are lightly toned in 

coppery-gold hues. To merely call this date 

"popular" is a gross understatement. 1,290.00 

1886 MS (60+) Some noted abrasions on the obverse; 

the reverse is choicer.610.00 

1886 Proof (63 + ) Deep lime-gold and chartreuse toning 

atop fully brilliant surfaces. The reverse is of Gem 

quality.1,500.00 

1887 MS (63 + ).685.00 

1887 Proof (65) Pale ice-blue and apricot toning. A 

bona-fide Gem which would make a most presen¬ 

table type coin.1,260.00 

1888 MS (63).355.00 

1888 Proof (63 +) Superbly toned. 860.00 

1888 Proof (65) We can currently offer either a lightly 

toned or brilliant example at the reasonable price 

of.1,260.00 

1889 MS (63) Superb gold toning on the obverse and 

reverse.325.00 

1889 Proof (63 +) Deeply toned.860.00 

1890 Proof (63) A "65" by most standards. 460.00 

1891 MS (60+).220.00 

1891 MS (63 + ). 685.00 

1892 MS (63 + ).715.00 

1893 MS (60+).225.00 

1893 MS (63+).695.00 

1893 Proof (63 + ). 860.00 

1894 AU (55 + ). 120.00 

1895 Proof (60+) Lightly cleaned obverse; choice 

reverse. 340.00 

1895 Proof (63).460.00 

1895 Proof (63 +) A facial mark from a Gem. 860.00 

1896 MS (60).145.00 

1896 MS (63 + ). 695.00 

1896 MS (65) . 1,125.00 

1896 Proof (65 + ) Smoky golden-grey. A Gem. 1,680.00 

1897 MS (60).120.00 
1897 MS (65/65) ANACS certified. 1,200.00 

1897 MS (65 +) Obviously Double Punched Date. Rare! 

.1,400.00 

1898 MS (63).320.00 
1898 MS(63 +(Fullystruck. 675.00 

1898 MS (65) Attractive light gold toning. 1,080.00 

1898 Proof (65/65) Untoned and brilliant. ANACS cer¬ 

tified.1,450.00 

1899 MS (63 + ).685.00 

1900 MS (63 + ).665.00 

1900 MS (65) Fully struck and unspotted. 1,020.00 

1901 AU (55 +).100.00 

1901 MS (60).120.00 

1901 MS (63).... 310.00 

1901 MS (63 +) One obverse mark from a Gem. 665.00 

1901 MS (65).1,020.00 

1902 MS (60 + ). 215.00 

1902 MS (63 + ). 665.00 

1902 MS (65) Superior luster and color. 1,020.00 

1903 MS (60).120.00 

1903 MS (60 + ). 215.00 

1903 MS (63 + ). 665.00 

1903 MS (67+) Superb! An absolutely pristine coin 

with lovely light golden-orange toning and ex¬ 

cellent luster. The fastidious type collector may not 

have the chance to acquire a Liberty Nickel of this 

caliber for quite some time. 2,550.00 

1904 MS (63 + ). 665.00 
1904 MS (65) 1.020 00 

1904 Proof (63 + ) Superb lavender and gold toning 

. . 660.00 



LIBERTY NICKELS 

1405 MS (63) 310.00 

' MS ■ » 665.00 

IA35 MS ioo> Full strike nice reverse color 1,020.00 

O MS (60 120.00 

1906 MS (60+). 215.00 

1906 MS (63+). 665.00 

1908 MS (63 + ) . . 665.00 

1908 MS (65) 1,020.00 
1909 MS (65 + ) The most lustrous Liberty Nickel in this 

stellar group.1,360.00 

1909 Proof (65) Unspotted and very appealing. 1,260.00 

1909 Proof (65) Full cameo obverse with light iridescence 

below golden-grey toning; similar reverse with 

streaks of brown, (see color photo) 1,510.00 

.215.00 

1910 MS (63 + ) 665.00 

1910 MS (65) Prooflike. . . 1,050.00 

1911 MS (60) Toned.  120.00 
1911 MS (63)  310.00 

1911 MS (65)  1,020.00 

1912 MS (60) . 120.00 

1912 MS (60+)  215.00 

1912 MS (63)  310.00 

1912 MS (63+).  665.00 

1912 MS (65)  1,020.00 

1912 Proof (67) Superb! Burnt-orange toning atop flaw¬ 

less even grey surfaces. An unimprovable Gem. 

(see color photo).2,100.00 

1912-D MS (63) Very sharp for the date. One facial nick 

from a Gem.480.00 

1912-S MS (63 +) Olive with vibrant splashes of 

iridescence below.1,560.00 

1912-S MS (65) Similar to the last but with even more 

spectacular iridescence. Sharp, clean and seldom 

seen this nice.2,160.00 

BUFFALO NICKELS 

1913 MS (63) Type One. .75.00 

1913 MS (63 + ) Type One.155.00 

1913 MS (65) Type One.240.00 

1913 MS (65 +) Type One.320.00 

1913 Proof (63) Type One. Untoned obverse; pale gold 

reverse. A tiny spot left of UNUM; otherwise a 

Gem example of this scarce and popular issue. 

.1,620.00 

1913-D MS (63) Type One. .115.00 

1913-D MS (63 + ) Type One. .220.00 

1913-D MS (65) Type One..  325.00 

1913-D MS (67) Type One.540.00 

1913-SMS (63) Type One. 180.00 

1913-S MS (63 +) Type One. .330.00 

1913-S MS (65) Type One. Sharply struck.480.00 

1913 MS (63) Type Two.80.00 

1913 MS (63 +(TypeTwo.  175.00 

1913 MS (65) Type Two.  265.00 

1913 MS (67) Type Two.440.00 

1913 Proof (63) Type Two. Very flashy lavender, 

apricot and ice-blue toning. A few facial nicks are 

lost amidst the toning; the reverse is clean and very 

choice.1,080.00 

1913 Proof (65 + ) Type Two. Gold with instantly ap¬ 

pealing oli-slick iridescence on the obverse and 

reverse. Despite a few spots on the obverse, this is 

amongst the finer Matte Buffaloes we have seen. 

.3,525.00 

1913-D MS (60+(Type Two. .. 230.00 

1914 MS (60) .55.00 

1914 MS (60 + ) 85.00 

1914 MS (63)  115.00 

1914 MS (63+i 250.00 

1914 MS (65 ) 385.00 

191+D MS (67) Superb! Full strike. Untoned and un¬ 

marked. In our opinion, this date is vastly under¬ 

rated in Gem Mint State. 1,900.00 

191+S MS (65) Full strike with partial wire rims. Even 

lemon-gold toning adds further eye appeal. 900.00 

1915 MS (60)  50.00 

1915 MS (63+)   250.00 

1915 MS (65)  385.00 

1915 Proof (63+) Pale olive toning atop surfaces sug¬ 

gestive of a higher grade. While not quite as nice as 

the next, this is a superior example of a feverishly 

red issue. 1,860.00 

1915 Proof (65) A pale gold Gem with one of the 

sharpest strikes we have ever viewed on a Proof 

1915 Buffalo 2.640 00 

- • M M I 60 00 
1916 MS (65i Breathtaking and indescribable natural 

300.00 

1916-D MS (60)  135.00 

L916-DMSI60+) 205.00 

1916-D MS (63+) 560.00 
1916-SMS (63) Above average strike. 265.00 

1916- SM5(63+) 540.00 

1917 MS (63)   100.00 

1917 MS (65) Fully struck. .  410.00 

1917- D MS (60 +) Average strike; nice surfaces. 290.00 

1918/7-D MS (60+) Very lustrous and sharply struck 

with two-tone gold hues on the obverse and 

reverse. The surfaces are unspotted and display no 

marks. The overdate and diagnostic obverse die 

break are both bold. Overall, an outstanding ex¬ 

ample of this modem scarcity.9,600.00 

1918 MS (63) .. .160.00 

1918 MS (63 + ).345.00 

1918-SMS (60)  230.00 

1919 MS (60 + )  60.00 

1919 MS (63 + )  225.00 

1920 MS (60 + ).65.00 

1920 MS (63 +) Nice color.230.00 

1920-D MS (63+) Very sharply struck with luster 

unheard of on a 1920-D Nickel. Very lightly fleck¬ 

ed at the right obverse; otherwise a prime can¬ 

didate for an upgrade.1,620.00 

1921 MS (63 + ).350.00 

1923 MS (63 + ).245.00 

1923 MS (65) Superb burnt-gold toning.395.00 

1923-S MS (65) 100% fully struck with glittering unspot¬ 

ted surfaces unheard of for this key date. Amongst 

the finest we have seen and probably unim¬ 

provable.2,650.00 

1924 MS (63 + ).315.00 

1924 MS (65) 100% fully struck.500.00 

1925 MS (63).75.00 

1925 MS (65) .290.00 

1925-D MS (65) 100% fully struck; sharper, in fact, than 

most 1925-P's! Medium golden-olive with irides¬ 

cent suggestions below. This Unspotted Gem rivals 

the phenomenal coin in our Ralston Auction. 

.1,800.00 

1926 MS (63+).145.00 

1926 MS (65).225.00 

1927 MS (65).250.00 

1928 MS (65).240.00 

1928-D MS (63).95.00 

1928-D MS (63+).195.00 

1928-D MS (65)  300.00 

1928- D MS (65+) .  400.00 

1929 MS (63 + ).125.00 

1929- D MS (60)  50.00 

1929-D MS (63)  115.00 

1929-D MS (65) Extremely sharp for the date. . . . 575.00 

1929-SMS (60+).55.00 

1929-SMS (63+).200.00 

1929-SMS (65)  325.00 

1929- SMS (65+).435.00 

1930 MS (63).55.00 

1930 MS (63 + ).120.00 

1930- SMS (63) .110.00 

1930-S MS (63 +) A bit softly struck.265.00 

1930- SMS (65)    420.00 

1931- SMS (63+).245.00 

1931-S MS (65) Lovely reverse iridescence.385.00 

1934 MS (67) Superb! Full strike; superb reverse color. 

.200.00 

1934- D MS (65) Full strike with a full hom and split tail. 

Lilac toning compliments the strike. Scarce! 205.00 

1935- D MS (63 +) Above average strike with a full hom 

and partially split tail.215.00 

1935- D MS (65) Average strike; above-average luster 

and surfaces.335.00 

1936 MS (63 + ).40.00 

1936 MS (65).55.00 

1936 MS (67) Superb! Prooflike.130.00 

1936- D MS (65).70.00 

1936- SMS (65)  85.00 

1937 MS (63 + ).35.00 

1937 MS (65). 45.00 

1937 Proof (65) Flawless ultra-brilliant obverse; the 

reverse is tended, periodically, in copper-hued 

splashes. The demand for Proof Buffalo Nickels re¬ 

mains at an all time high.2,640.00 

1937- D MS (65) . 50.00 

1937-SMS (63+) 40.00 

1937-SMS (65)   55.00 

1937- SMS (65+) 70.00 

1938- DMS(63+) 35.00 

1938-D MS (65).45.00 

1938-D/SMS (65)  95.00 

JEFFERSON NICKELS 

1938 Proof (63) 80.00 

1938 Proof (65). 120.00 

1939 Proof (65) .... 145.00 

1939-D MS (65) Full Steps. 350.00 

1940 Proof (60+). 60.00 

1940 Proof (63 + ).95.00 

1941 Proof (63). 55.00 

1941 Proof (63 + ). 70.00 

1942 Proof (63) Type One. 55.00 

1942 Proof (65) Type One.85.00 

1942 Proof (65 +) Type One. 110.00 

1942 Proof (63 + ) Type Two. 235.00 

1942 Proof (65) Type Two. 315.00 

1942 Proof (65 + ) Type Two.400.00 

BUST DIMES 

1805 EF (45 + ) Five Berries. Prooflike obverse. Exquisite 

obverse with light black fields and grey highlights; 

lighter reverse. A flawless, wholly original coin. 

.2,175.00 
1807 Fine (15) Holed at 12:00. Ideal for jewelry. 375.00 

1807 AU (50+) Decidedly above-average strike with 

most details struck up. The surfaces have acquired 

mottled iridescence and show none of the problems 

so common to this date. A nice companion to the 

1805.3,375.00 

1807 AU (55 + ) Untoned and in possession of virtually 

all of its original luster. Struck from lightly clashed 

dies. Sharp at the obverse periphery; a trifle weak 

above UNITED. Overall, a simply beautiful Dime 

which would rate at least a "60" (if not a "63") grade 

from most dealers and specialists. A prize for the 

type collector or the specialist.4,750.00 

1807 MS (60 + ) Deep tarnish-like golden-grey toning is 

a bit heavier on the obverse than the reverse. An 

earlier strike than the last with few rlashmarks and 

more peripheral detail present.6,950.00 

1814 MS (65) Large Date. With Period. Struck from 

rotated dies. The first of three very important 

Large Size Bust Dimes. This piece screams with 

luster and is beautifully toned. It is erratically 

struck with obvious signs of weakness at the fore¬ 

curls, stars five to seven and the corresponding 

reverse areas. Where the coin is struck up, it is very 

sharp. In terms of quality, every bit as nice as the 

two Gems we sold in our February 1983 list. 

.10,800.00 

1821 MS (63 + ) Small Date. High 0 in 10C. Medium to 

deep golden-grey with delicate orange-green 

pastels below. Not an extremely sharp strike but an 

exceedingly clean coin with no appredable marks. 

Very scarce and underrated both as a date and a 

variety.8,275.00 

1821 MS (65) Large Date. Prooflike with indescribably 

lovely iridescence on the obverse and reverse. Ex¬ 

cept for stars six and seven, the details are all full; 

the other stars, in fact, all show clear radial lines. 

An offering of extreme importance to the Dime 

specialist or the type collector, (see color photo) 

.10,800.00 

1833 MS (63) Last 3 high. Full luster below dusky gold 

toning. Clean and sharp; a practical coin for the 

collector who can’t (or won't) pay the price for a 

"65.".4,950.00 

1834 EF (45 + ) Large 4. 350.00 

1836 MS (63 + ) Sea-green and copper-gold toning. Like 

the above listed 1833, this coin represents the nicest 

available quality Reduced Size Bust Dime for 

under $5,000. 4,950.00 

1837 MS (63) Deep cobalt blue toning fails to hide the 

bold luster of this coin.2,100.00 

LIBERTY SEATED DIMES 

1837 Proof (63 + ) No Stars. Large Date. An unknown 

number struck to commemorate the introduction 

of the new design; possibly as many as twenty sur¬ 

vive of which many have been harshly cleaned. 

This choice example has toned to a medium 

golden-grey with underlying traces of iridescence. 

The surfaces display a few hairlines but do not in¬ 

dicate having ever been cleaned. Obviously, a rare 

and important coin. Ex 1983 ANA: 2112, Ahwash, 

Garrett III: 1606, Harold Newlin. (see color photo) 

.17,500.00 

1838 EF (45) Small Stars. Scarce. 140 CO 

1838 MS (65) Large Stars. Untoned. A superb coin; nice 

even for a date which can be readily found quite 

nice. The strike is so sharp that every star shows its 

radial lines. A pleasing and important type coin 
4 080 00 
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LIBERTY SEATED DIMES 

1839 MS (63 + ) Untoned and extremely frosty. The 

obverse shows some very trivial marks in the right 

field; the reverse is absolutely superb, (see color 

photo).2,265.00 
1841-0 AU (50+) Deep prooflike obverse; untoned and 

sharply struck.350.00 

1847 AU (50 +) Variety Two. Toned. Scarce. . . 210.00 

1848 AU (50) Similarly toned to the 1847. Scarce. 110.00 

1849-0 MS (60 + ) Small O. Prooflike; struck from 

slightly rusted dies. Remarkably sharp for the date 

with the only readily visible area of weakness at the 

far right obverse. An extremely rare date in Mint 

State with approximately six known (the Large O 

variety is even rarer than this with but two of the 

six or so known Uncs.).2,950.00 

1850 AU (50+) Prooflike.140.00 

1853 AU (55 + ) Arrows. Silvery-rose toning; an ex¬ 
cellent value at.295.00 

1853 MS (65) Arrows. Antique gold with sapphire and 

citrine undertones. The surfaces are undisturbed — 

save for a light clashmark in the right obverse and 

corresponding reverse. A beautiful coin, (see color 

photo).3,720.00 

1854 AU (55) Arrows.220.00 

1856 AU (50+) Small Date.140.00 

1856 MS (65) Small Date. Flaming orange-gold toning. 

Average strike, unusually lustrous. 3,720.00 

1858 AU (55).210.00 

1862 AU (50+).95.00 

1862 Proof (65) Deep rose-grey obverse toned in a 

spiderweb configuration; similar reverse with 

strong iridescence. Partial wire rims. Unhairlined 

and very choice, (see color photo) .2,580.00 

1863 Proof (65) Cameo obverse with a grey device fram¬ 

ed by two-tone green fields; dusky rose-grey 

reverse with green and burnt-gold below.. 2,840.00 

1864 Proof (63 + ) Sedate iridescence on the obverse; 

lilac-gold reverse with flashier iridescence at the 

peripheries.1,980.00 

1868 Proof (63 +) Charcoal grey obverse with well hid¬ 

den lively pastels below; much lighter reverse tends 

towards iridescence. A very nice and very original 

coin.1,650.00 

1869 MS (65 + ) Prooflike. Dusky rose-gold with 

obverse iridescence below. This virtually flawless 

coin is easily condition census for this very scarce 

and underrated date, (see color photo) . . .3,600.00 

1870 MS (63 + ) Untoned and frosty centers framed by 

naturally iridescent peripheries. A few reverse 

marks around the denomination; very clean 

obverse.1,425.00 

1870 Proof (67) Superb! An exercise in natural color 

with the most attractive silvery-grey, lilac and 

rose-green hues imaginable. Equally impressive is 

the overall cleanliness; close examination reveals 

no marks, (see color photo).4,300.00 

1872 MS (60) Dusky gold obverse; frosty untoned 

reverse. Underrated and fairly scarce in Mint State. 

.265.00 
1874 EF (45 +) Arrows. Deep natural toning. . 225.00 

1874 AU (50) Arrows.270.00 

1874 MS (60) Arrows. Rose-grey with above average 

luster and surfaces. A nice type coin.765.00 

1874 Proof (63 + ) Arrows. Beautiful deep iridescent 

toning atop fully brilliant and very deep surfaces. 

.1,650.00 

1875 Proof (63 + ) Attractive natural toning atop choice 

surfaces.1,650.00 

1876 MS (60).220.00 

1876-CC MS (60 + ) Struck from severely rusted dies. 

.425.00 

1876- CC MS (63 +) We currently have two examples in 

stock. One is untoned and struck from rusted dies. 

The other is frosty and attractively toned. Both are 

available at.1,425.00 

1877- CC MS (65) Full strike. Pale russet-gold toning and 

swirls of Mint frosty make this an ideal Carson Ci¬ 

ty type coin.1,800.00 

1878 Proof (63 + ) .1,650.00 

1879 Proof (65) Beautiful deep violet, coppery-gold and 

green toning atop especially brilliant but very light¬ 

ly spotted surfaces. (see color photo) . . . .2,580.00 

1881 MS (63+) A very obvious business strike with 

lustrous, iridescently toned surfaces. A micro¬ 

scopic mark in Ms. Liberty's belly (Mint made?) 

serves as identification. Scarce.2,280.00 

1882 MS (65) 10% straight edged clip at 12:00; another 

very small clip at 6:00 on the reverse. Unusual and 

scarce.695.00 

1883 MS (63) 480.00 

1883 Proof (60).330.00 

1885 MS (63). 480.00 

1886 MS (60).350.00 

1888 AU (55 + ). 175.00 

1888 Proof (67) Superb! Rose-grey and orange obverse; 

lilac-grey reverse with turquoise undertones. A 

Gem in every respect, (see color photo) . 4,300.00 

1889 MS (63 + ).1,140.00 

1889 Proof (65/65) Superb deep iridescent toning. 

ANACS certified.2,950.00 
1890 Proof (65) Deeply toned.2,580.00 

1891 MS (63 + ) Fully prooflike; gold toning. 1,140.00 

1891-0 MS (60+) Typical weak strike but clean and 

lustrous.525.00 

BARBER DIMES 

1892-S MS (60+) Deep and rather unattractive rose- 

grey toning with offsetting pastels below. 585.00 

1893 MS (63) A choice Dime with nice sea-green and 

citrine toning.360.00 

1894 Proof (63+) .1,650.00 

1896 Proof (65) Ultra-brilliant unhairlined surfaces have 

toned in myriad deep hues, (see color photo) 

.2,580.00 
1898 MS (63 + ) Satiny surfaced and virtually a Gem. 

.•.840.00 
1899 MS (63 + ).840.00 

1900 MS (60).150.00 

1900 MS (60+).255.00 

1900 MS (63).360.00 

1900 Proof (60).310.00 

1901 MS (60 + ).255.00 

1902 MS (63).360.00 
1902 MS (63 +) Untoned and frosty. 840.00 

1903 Proof (63 + ) .1,650.00 

1904 AU (55 +).120.00 

1905-S MS (63) Very deep prooflike with superb natural 

iridescent toning. With its broad rims and squared 

lettering, we first thought this was a Philadelphia 

Proof. We were, needless to say, surprised to see 

the mintmark on the reverse. We make no definite 

claims as to its status but this could well be a 

specimen strike.840.00 

1905-S MS (65 + ) While not as spectacular in ap¬ 

pearance as the last, this is another impressive coin. 

It has lustrous satiny surfaces toned to a light 

golden-russet.2,800.00 

1908-S MS (63 + ) Deep iridescent toning illuminated by 

bold luster.1,220.00 

1909 MS (63).360.00 

1909 MS (63 + ).840.00 

1910 AU (55).95.00 

1910 AU (55+).120.00 

1911 MS (65) Pale gold toning atop satin surfaces. A ful¬ 

ly struck Gem just waiting to be housed in a 

premium type set.1,320.00 

1911- D MS (65)’.1,320.00 

1912 AU (55).95.00 

1912 MS (63 + ).840.00 

1912 MS (65) (see color photo) .1,320.00 

1912- D MS (63).360.00 

1913 AU (55 + ).120.00 

1914 AU (50).35.00 

1914 AU (55 + ).120.00 

1914 MS (60).150.00 

1914 MS (65) Frosty and sharp. Yet another outstanding 

type coin.1,320.00 

1914 Proof (63 + ) .1,650.00 

1914-D MS (63 +).840.00 

1914- S AU (55+) .130.00 

1915 MS (60 + ).255.00 

1915 MS (63).360.00 

1915- SMS (63).400.00 

1916 AU (55).90.00 

1916 AU (55 f).120.00 

1916 MS (60+).255.00 

1916 MS (63 + ).840.00 

MERCURY DIMES 

1916 MS (63) Full split bands.135.00 

1916 MS (63+) Full split bands.170.00 

1916 MS (65) Full split bands.205.00 

1916 MS (67) Full split bands. Superb!.340.00 

1916-D MS (65) Full split bands. Lovely copper based 

pastel swirls adhere to unusually lustrous surfaces. 

The strike is outstanding with the bands particular¬ 

ly well defined and the rims are very broad. 

Overall, this is an outstanding example of the key 

to the series and represents a prime opportunity for 

the specialist, (see color photo) 7,800.00 

1916-S MS (63) Full split bands. Prooflike.420.00 

1917 MS (63 +) Full split bands.200.00 

1917-D MS (60+) Full split bands. 1,175.00 

1917-D MS (65/65) Full split bands. Pale gold toning 

The obverse is simply superb. ANACS certified for 

grade and authenticity. 2,485.00 

1918 MS (63) Full split bands.350.00 

1919 MS (60+) Full split bands. 195.00 

1919-S AU (50) Full split bands. 120.00 

1921 MS (65 + ) Full split bands. A satiny Gem 

blanketed by a thin layer of champagne gold ton¬ 

ing. Excellent surfaces and eye-appeal; a piece for 

the finest of sets, (see color photo) 5,125.00 

1923 MS (60+) Full split bands.130.00 

1923 MS (63+) Full split bands.200.00 
1923 MS (65) Full split bands.240.00 

1924 MS (63) Full split bands.240.00 

1924 MS (63 +) Full split bands.300.00 

1924 MS (65) Full split bands. 360.00 

1924 MS (65 + ) Full split bands. Magnificent coppery- 

gold and russet toning. 480.00 

1925-S MS (63) Full split bands.2,000.00 

1925-S MS (67) Superb! Full split bands. Splendid deep 

russet toning atop frosty unmarked surfaces. The 

fully split and rounded bands show no signs of 

weakness. Quite a scarce coin in this incredible 

grade. 5,000.00 

1927 MS (63+) Full split bands.200.00 

1927-D MS (63) Full split bands. Superb subtle iridescent 

hues below an overcoat of golden-russet 1,680.00 

1927-D MS (63 + ) Full split bands. An almost in¬ 

distinguishable obverse mark in the right from a 

Gem.2,100.00 

1928 MS (65).50.00 

1928 MS (65+).65.00 

1928-SMS (63 +(Full split bands. 675.00 

1928- S MS (65) 50% Full split bands.400.00 

1929 MS (63 + ) Full split bands.160.00 

1929- D MS (63+) Full split bands. 220.00 

1929-S MS (60) Full split bands.170.00 
1929- S MS (63 +) 75% Full split bands. Toned. 255.00 

1930 MS (63 + ) Full split bands. 270.00 

1930 MS (65).75.00 

1930 MS (65) Full split bands.325.00 

1930- S MS (63 + ) Full split bands. Unimprovable deep 

iridescent toning. 550.00 

1931- D MS (65) Full split bands. Toned.505.00 

1934- D MS (65) Full split bands. 300.00 

1935 MS (63 +) Full split bands.70.00 

1935 MS (65) Full split bands.85.00 

1935- SMS (65).50.00 

1936 MS (65).35.00 

1936- D MS (63) Full split bands. 200.00 

1936-D MS (65) 75% Full split bands. 225.00 

1936-D MS (65) Full split bands. 300.00 

1936- S MS (63 +) Full split bands.160.00 

1937 MS (65) Full split bands.85.00 

1937 MS (65/65) ANACS certified.40.00 

1937- D MS (63 +) Full split bands.120.00 

1937-D MS (65) Full split bands.145.00 

1937-S MS (65) Full split bands.215.00 

1937- S MS (65) Full split bands. The sharpest strike 

we've seen. 215.00 

1938 MS (63 +) Full split bands.90.00 

1938 MS (65) Full split bands. 110.00 

1938- D MS (63+) Full split bands.110.00 

1938-D MS (65) Full split bands.130.00 

1938-S MS (63) Full split bands.125.00 

1938- S MS (65) Full split bands.195.00 

1939- D MS (65) Full split bands.80.00 

1939-S MS (63 +) Full split bands.400.00 

1939- S MS (65) Full split bands.480.00 

1940 MS (65).20.00 

1940 MS (65) Full split bands. 95.00 

1940 MS (67) Superb!.35.00 

1940- D MS (63 + ) Full split bands. 95.00 

1940-D MS (65) Full split bands.115.00 

1940-D MS (65) Full split bands.115.00 

1940-D MS (65 + ) Full split bands. Prooflike. 595.00 

1940-SMS (63 + ) Full split bands. 85.00 

1940- S MS (65) Full split bands. 100.00 

1941 MS (65) Full split bands. 65.00 

1941 MS (65/65) Full split bands. ANACS certified. 

.75.00 
1941- D MS (65) Full split bands. 85.00 

1941-D MS (65/65) Full split bands. ANACS certified 

.95.00 

1941-SMS (63 + ) Full split bands. 80.00 

1941-S MS (65) Full spiit bands. 95.00 

1941- S MS (65) Full split bands. Prooflike 140 00 

1942 MS (63 +) Full split bands. 70.00 

1942 MS (63 +) Full split bands. 70.00 

1942 MS (65) Full split bands. 85 00 

1942 MS (65/65) Full split bands ANACS certified 

95.00 

1942 Proof (65) 430.00 

1942- D MS (65) Full split bands. 85 00 
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MERCURY DIMES 

1942- S MS (e3 + 1 Full split bands. 100.00 

1943 MS lt>3 + > Full split bands. 70.00 

1*13 MS (65) Full split bands 85 00 

1043 MS (65 o5> Full split bands. ANACS certified. 

. .95.00 

1943- D MS (65) Full split bands. 65.00 

1943-D MS (65 65) Full split bands. ANACS certified. 

. . . 75.00 

1943-D MS (67) Full split bands. Superb! 110.00 

1943-S MS (63 + ) Full split bands. 100.00 

1943- S MS (65) Full split bands.120.00 

1944 MS (63) Full split bands. 130.00 

1944 MS (65) Full split bands. . . 195.00 

1944- D MS (65) Full split bands. 65.00 

1944- S MS (65) Full split bands.85.00 

1945 MS (65) 90% Full split bands. 695.00 

1945- D MS (63) Full split bands. .70.00 

1945-D MS (63 +) Full split bands. 70.00 

1945-S MS (65) Full split bands. 160.00 

1945-S MS (67) Superb! 270.00 

TWENTY CENT PIECES 

1875-SMS (60+).1,465.00 

1875-S MS (63) Deep silvery-rose and gold toning atop 

surfaces notable for their cleanliness and originali¬ 

ty.2,160.00 

1875-S MS (63/63) Delicate rose-gold toning atop 

choice, lustrous surfaces. Average strike with some 

weakness at the top of Ms. Liberty's head and the 

tops of the wings. The luster is, however, enough 

to make one forget strike entirely. ANACS cer¬ 

tified for grade and authenticity.2,485.00 

1875-S MS (63 + ) Charming metallic-silver obverse ton¬ 

ing; citrine-gold reverse. This coin was recently 

purchased by our European buyer. It had reposed 

in a European cabinet for over a century and is 

now offered to the American public for the first 

time.4,440.00 

1875-CC MS (63) Fully struck with well defined hair and 

none of the customary reverse weakness. This is, 

of course, a very difficult date to find well struck 

and/or choice.2,700.00 

BUST QUARTERS 

1805 EF (45) Browning-3. (R-l). State II; weak E in 

LIBERTY; reverse arc crack from clouds to O in 

OF. Deep original toning.1,980.00 

1805 MS (65 + ) Browning-1. (High R-6). Reverse of 

1804. The finest known example of this very rare 

variety; eclipsing the NN54: 1102 coin by a wide 

margin. Deep and magnificent iridescent toning 

atop uncleaned, lustrous surfaces. Both the 

obverse and reverse rims show light adjustment 

marks but these, of course, do not constitute an 

impairment. The reverse stars below the TE in 

STATES are indistinct from striking weakness; the 

all important central details are bold. The com¬ 

bination of quality and rarity make this an ex¬ 

tremely important coin, (see color photo)52,000.00 

1806 AU (55+) Browning-9. (R-l). State "A" with 

heavy obverse cracks as described by Browning. 

Light obverse clashmarks in the right field. This is 

what is often called a "Commercial Uncirculated" 

coin. Its wear is, more accurately, collector induc¬ 

ed rub on the cheek.5.125.00 
1815 EF (40) Browning (Low R-3). The famous "E" 

counterstamp variety. Cleaned; now retoning in 

deep gold-buff hues. Scarce.. 500.00 

1831 VF (25) Browning-4. (R-l). Small Date. Perfect for 

the grade.140.00 

1833 EF (45 + ) Browning-2. (R-3). Struck from heavily 

rusted dies as all are. Prooflike; untoned. Scarce. 

.675.00 

1834 MS (60+) Browning-1. (R-l). Strong obverse arc 

crack from star one through bust to star thirteen. 

Attractive lemon based silver and cobalt-blue ton¬ 

ing atop remarkably lustrous surfaces. A wise 

r the type collector.2,190.00 

1834 MS (65) Browning-4 (R-l). Late reverse state with 

all of the cracks mentioned by Browning. A glitter¬ 

ing fully struck coin with very delicate gold toning 

most prominent at the central obverse This is one 

of the finest 1834 B-4's we have ever seen, (see color 

photo) 11,400 00 

1835 MS (65+) Browning-1. (R-l). Dynamic 

peppermint-stripe obverse toning; dusky rose, sea- 

green and lemon reverse. A trifle weakly struck on 

the curl below LIB; the reverse is very sharp. This 

remains one of the finest 1835 Quarters we have of¬ 

fered.15,200.00 

1836 EF (45 + ) Browning-2. (Low R-4). State 11, late, 

with extensive thin breaks and clashmarks below 

Ms. Liberty’s ear. From the same old collection as 

the 1805 and 1837 and similarly toned in deep hues. 

A very rare variety in high grades.540.00 

1837 EF (40) Browning-1. (R-5). State II; heavy obverse 

crack from curl to 7 to rim. Deeply toned. Scarce 

variety; rare die state.265.00 

1838 EF (40) Browning-1. (R-l). Perfect dies. Deeply 

toned. Attractive and original.265.00 

LIBERTY SEATED QUARTERS 

1839 AU (50).420.00 
An Unusual Hoard of 1840-0 and 1841-0 Quarters. We 

recently purchased a hoard of ten 1840-0 and three 

1841-0 Quarters from a New Orleans collection. The 

specialist and/or date collector is urged to take advan¬ 

tage of this interesting group. 

NO DRAPERY 

1840-0 AU (50+) Mintmark right; atop the space bet¬ 

ween the R in QUAR and the period. Rare; one of 

these shows up for every ten of the last. Heavily 

toned and important.690.00 

1840-0 AU (55 + ) Mintmark left; atop the right side of 

the A in QUAR. We have two available; one is 

silvery-grey and very sharp while the other is 

equally sharp but very deeply toned. Each is priced 

at.1,845.00 

WITH DRAPERY 

1840-0 AU (50+) Small. High mintmark positioned at 

the right of the R in QUAR. Untoned; a bit rough 

on the obverse.325.00 

1840-0 AU (50+) Small. High mintmark positioned 

atop the R. Deeply toned obverse; lustrous, 

brilliant reverse.325.00 

1840-0 AU (55) Same position as the first. Moderately 

toned; sharp and choice.695.00 

1840-0 AU (55 +) Medium O; similar position to the se¬ 

cond listed coin. Heavily toned; a dipping could 

help. Scarcer than the Small 0.895.00 

1840-0 AU (55 +) Small O; mm. above the right of the 

R in QUAR. Moderately toned; obverse luster re¬ 

mains.895.00 

1840-0 MS (60) Small O; mm. directly over the R. 

Struck from rusted dies. Heavily toned. Very 

scarce in this grade.1,250.00 

1840- 0 MS (60+) Same variety as the last. Less heavily 

toned than the last few and quite lustrous. 

Remember: only 43,000 or so 1840 W/D Quarters 

were struck. This scarcity is fairly priced at. 

.2,450.00 

1841- 0 AU (50 + ) Mintmark above space between R 

and D. Lustrous, but a bit abraided. Compare to 

the following two coins.295.00 

1841-0 AU (55 + ) High mm. above the R. Untoned; 

partial wire rim on the obverse.695.00 

1841-0 MS (60) Lower mm.; similar position. Heavily 

toned; a bit weak at Ms. Liberty's head and the 

corresponding reverse. Scarce in Mint State. 

.1,200.00 

1853 VF (35) Arrows and Rays.90.00 

1853 AU (50+) Arrows and Rays.450.00 

1854 MS (63) Lustrous and toned to a deep gold. Two 

faint scratches in the right obverse field are easily 

overlookable.810.00 

1857 MS (63 + ) An excellent coin for the type collector 

due to its frost highlighted pale lavender and green 

toning and overall cleanliness.2,385.00 

1858 MS (63) Untoned and lustrous; very sharply struck 

for the date.990.00 

1859 MS (60 +) A bit weakly struck at the 12:00 obverse 

region and the corresponding reverse.715.00 

1862 AU (55) Original and lovely. 275.00 

1862 MS (63) Fully prooflike. Superb natural rainbow 

iridescent obverse; the reverse is mostly brilliant. 

.2.385.00 

1865 Proof (63) Untoned; a tiny bit granular from an old 

dipping.960.00 

1873 Proof (65) No Arrows. Deeply toned obverse is 

highlighted by a crescent of electric blue at its left; 

the ultra-deep reverse has taken on a pale golden- 

russet hue.3,360.00 

1875 MS (60+) 600.00 

1875 MS (63) Prooflike. Flaming deep violet obverse 

with a russet center; similar but slightly less intease 

reverse. .840 00 

1875 Proof (63 + ) Rusty pastels below a layer ot deep 

greyish-green toning. A slight hairline in the right 

obverse field separates this coin from the Gem 

level. 2,145.00 

1876 Proof (65) Dusky grey with obvious and ultra- 

attractive iridescence below, (see color photo) 

.3,360.00 
1876- CC MS (63) Prooflike obverse below greyish-gold 

toning; lustrous reverse bathed in hues of deep 

lavender and metallic blue. 1,000.00 

1877- CC MS (65) Prooflike. Cameo obverse with a deep 

rose-grey device against coppery-green fields; 

similar but less intense reverse. Exceptionally clean 

and attractive; a premium Carson City Quarter. 

.3,825.00 
1879 MS (63 + ) Handsome golden-grey toning atop 

semiprooflike surfaces. A very obvious business 

strike and a scarce coin.3,900.00 

1879 Proof (63 + ) Rather deep fields possess natural 

multi-hued iridescence. Most would call this a full 

"65.".2,350.00 

1880 Proof (65+) Superb coppery-green toning atop 

vibrant, hairline free surfaces. In the current surge 

of popularity for Gem Proof type, coins of this 

quality have constantly been sold dealer to dealer 

at levels over current greysheet "bid. " . . . .4,925.00 

1881 VF (20).350.00 

1883 MS (67) Superb! Debatably, the finest coin in this 

catalog. Incredibly lustrous surfaces are toned in 

dramatic green hues. The surfaces are virtually 

perfect and the overall effect of this coin is startling. 

Coins of this quality remain in frenzied demand 

and limited supply, (see color photo) . . .10,200.00 

1886 Proof (63 + ) Intense violet and electric-blue 

obverse; Gem burnt-orange, violet and lilac 

reverse. A few very light obverse marks in the right 

field are hidden amidst the toning. .. 2,145.00 

1888 Proof (63 + ) Untoned; some obverse hairlines are 

present in the fields.2,360.00 

1888-S MS (63+) Prooflike and superbly toned in 

golden-grey and sea-green hues. Very scarce and 

extremely underrated in Mint State.1,950.00 

1889 MS (65) Untoned and lustrous. As with all of the 

1880’s dates, it is imperative that business strikes 

really look like business strikes. This coin, which is 

totally free of Proof-like surfaces, fits that criteria. 

Scarce.6,125.00 

1889 MS (67) Superb! While not as visually stunning as 

the 1883 Quarter listed above, this frosty golden- 

toned Gem is every bit as deserving of superaltives. 

Its surfaces are virginal and leave no doubt as to the 

status of the coin. This is one of the more difficult 

1880's dates to find in Gem Mint State, (see color 

photo).10,200.00 

1890 AU (55 + ) Untoned and exceedingly frosty. 

Minimally wom but rather extensively abraided. 

Scarce.795.00 

1890 MS (65 + ) Even purplish-grey obverse; golden- 

grey reverse with ample luster below. This date is 

finally achieving the recognition it deserves as a 

true scarcity.6,125.00 

1891 MS (63 +) Struck from lightly clashed dies. Unton¬ 

ed and quite lustrous.1,950.00 

1891 Proof (65) Mostly brilliant central obverse framed 

by a crescent of burnt-gold; similar reverse with a 

less intense hue of gold.3,360.00 

BARBER QUARTERS 

1892 MS (65) Fairly deep natural toning atop clean, bold 

surfaces.2,450.00 

1892-0 MS (63 + ) Golden-green pastel toning is present 

upon ultra-choice surfaces. Always popular as the 

first New Orleans Barber Quarter.1,700.00 

1894-S MS (63 + ) Fully prooflike and untoned. One of 

the best strikes we have seen on a San Francisco 

Quarter of the 1890's. Not a rare date in Mint State 

but scarce this flashy.1,680.00 

1895 MS (65) Fully struck and ablaze with luster. The af- 

ficiando of untoned coins will appreciate this piece. 

.3,250.00 

1896 Proof (63) Untoned; light scattered obverse 

hairlines. 840.00 

1897 Proof (63 + ) Full cameo obverse. Untoned and as 

flashy as any Barber Quarter is this group. 2,525.00 

1898 MS (60 + ). 465.00 

1898 MS (63 +) Excellent luster and nice color make this 

a premium coin for the grade. 1,530.00 

1898 MS (65 + ) Delicate iridescence below light gold 

toning. This blazing Gem is easily one of the nicer 

Barber Quarters to be offered to the Numismatic 

Public in many months, (see color photo) 3.200 CO 
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BARBER QUARTERS 

1898 Proof (63 + ) Moderate grey toning with violet 

flecks in the right obverse. Legitimate claims to a 
higher grade could and should be made for this 

coin.2,100.00 

1900 MS (60 + ).465.00 
1900 MS (65 +) A significant date and a significant coin. 

With its glittering luster and lovely color, this is a 

true prize for the fastidious type collector. 3,200.00 

1902 MS (63) Nicely toned; nearly at the "65" level. 

.660.00 

1906-0 MS (65 + ) A beautifully toned full strike with 

broad rims and partial wires. It is doubtful that 

many 1906-0 Quarters can match this piece in 

terms of quality.3,350.00 

1908 MS (63 +) Superb orange-gold toning. . . 1,530.00 

1908- 0 AU (55 + ).235.00 

1909 AU (55). 180.00 

1909 AU (55+).225.00 

1909- D AU (55 +).235.00 

1912 MS (60+).465.00 

1914-D MS (63 +).1,575.00 

1915 MS (65).2,400.00 

1916 MS (60+).465.00 

1916-D MS (63).660.00 

1916-D MS (63 +).1,530.00 

STANDING LIBERTY QUARTERS 

1917 AU (55 +) Type One.225.00 
1917 MS (63 + ) Type One. Full Head.900.00 

1917 MS (65) Type One. Full Head.1,320.00 

1917-D MS (65+) Type One. Full Head. Pale russet ton¬ 

ing atop exceptionally clean and lustrous surfaces. 

.1,995.00 

1917-S MS (65) Type One. The reverse is superb. 

.1,775.00 

1917 MS (63 + JTypeTwo. Half Head.395.00 

1917 MS (63/65) Type Two. Full Head. ANACS cer¬ 

tified.1,000.00 

1917 MS (65 + ) Type Two. Full Head. Untoned 

obverse; pale gold reverse. Nice!.1,925.00 

1917-D MS (60+) Type Two. Full Head.1,200.00 

1917-D MS (63 +) Type Two. Full Head. .1,850.00 

1917- S AU (55 +) Type Two.130.00 

1918 AU (55 + ).115.00 

1918 MS (63) Full Head. Satiny fields.1,120.00 

1918 MS (65) Half Head.925.00 

1918 MS (65) Full Head. Superbly toned.1,680.00 

1918- D MS (65 +) Half Head. (see color photo) 3,000.00 

1918-S AU (55+) Full Head.295.00 

1918-S MS (63+) Half Head. Untoned obverse; toned 

reverse.1,875.00 

1918- S MS (65).560.00 
1918/7-S VF (30) Surprisingly clean and lustrous for the 

grade. Evenly worn and, honestly, vastly superior 

to most pieces graded EF-45 or even AU-50. This is 

an exceptional value at.2,880.00 

1919 MS (63) Half Head; sharply defined shield and 

foot.200.00 

1919 MS (65 + ) Full Head. Gold pastels atop satiny 

fields, as sharply struck as the last 1919 Quarter. 

.2,240.00 

1919- S MS (65) Full Head. Silvery-rose toning. Extreme¬ 

ly sharp for the date with a strong shield and in¬ 

dividually defined toes on both of Ms. Liberty's 

foot.7,800.00 

1920 AU (55 + ).95.00 
1920 MS (63+) Three Quarter Head; superb delicate 

rose-gold toning.330.00 

1920- D MS (65).2,225.00 

1920-S MS (63 +) Deeply toned.395.00 

1920-S MS (65) Full Head. Untoned and as frosty as any 

piece in this above average run.4,800.00 

1923 MS (63 +) Half Head.375.00 

1923 MS (65) Three Quarter Head.1,575.00 

1923-S MS (63 +) Full Head. Really not that far off the 

next coin in terms of quality and an excellent value 

at.3,600.00 

1923-S MS (65) 75% Full Head. Light rose toning. Just 

the slightest bit of flatness at Ms. Liberty's ear. 

.3,000.00 

1923- S MS (65) Full Head. Light rose toning atop satiny 

and deeply lustrous surfaces. Unimprovable quali¬ 

ty for the date.4,325.00 

1924 MS (60 + ) Full Head.750.00 

1924 MS (63 +) Half Head.350.00 

1924 MS (65) 90% Full Head. Untoned and lustrous. 

.1,875.00 

1924- DMS (63+ (Typical strike.350.00 

1924-D MS (65) Typical flat head; frosty and clean. 

.495.00 

1924-SMS(63 + ) .520.00 

1925 MS (63) Full Head. Untoned.420.00 

1925 MS (63) Full Head.895.00 

1925 MS (63 + ) Full Head.1,200.00 
1925 MS (65) Full Head. Untoned. A perfect coin for the 

20th century type collector.1,440.00 

1926 MS (65/65) Full Head. ANACS certified. 1,525.00 

1926- D MS (63 + ) Gem obverse; light reverse field 

marks.295.00 

1927 MS (63 +) Full Head.870.00 

1927- D MS (63/65) Full Head. ANACS certified. 

1928 MS (63/65) Full Head. Superbly toned. ANACS 

certified.1,525.00 

1928- SMS (63 + ). 330.00 

1929 MS (65) Half Head. Toned.420.00 

1929 MS (65) Full Head. Superbly toned.1,320.00 

1929- S AU (55).75.00 

1930 MS (63) Full Head.420.00 

1930 MS (63 + ) Full Head.870.00 

1930 MS (65) Full Head.1,320.00 

1930 MS (65 + ) Full Head.1,760.00 

1930- S MS (65/65) Full Head. Untoned. ANACS cer¬ 

tified. 1,525.00 

1930-S MS (67) Full Head. Superb! Exceptional deep 

natural toning.1,760.00 

WASHINGTON QUARTERS 

1932 MS (60+).40.00 

1932 MS (63).50.00 

1932 MS (63 + ).90.00 

1932-SMS (60).230.00 

1932-SMS (63).385.00 

1932-SMS (63 + ).795.00 

1934 MS (60).50.00 

1934 MS (63 + ).65.00 

1935-SMS (63).110.00 

1937 Proof (60 + ).170.00 

1937 Proof (63+).260.00 

1937 Proof (65 + ).415.00 

1937-SMS (63).135.00 

1937-SMS (63+).210.00 

1937-SMS (65).290.00 

1937- S MS (67) Superb! .385.00 

1938 Proof (65 + ).400.00 
1938- SMS (63 + ).100.00 

1939- SMS (63).60.00 

1939- SMS (65).145.00 

1940- DMS (63 + ).130.00 

1940-D MS (65).155.00 

1941 Proof (60+).60.00 

1941 Proof (63).75.00 

1942 Proof (63).75.00 

BUST HALF DOLLARS 

1821 MS (63) O-102. (R-l). Fully prooflike; deep russet 

gold toning. In our opinion, this is amongst the 

most underrated date in a series full of underrated 

coins. 1,620.00 

1823 AU (55 + ) O-104. (R-l). Obvious double profile 

. 645.00 

1824 MS (65) O-104. (R-3). Lustrous gold obverse with 

burnt-gold toning at the left stars and date; mostly 

untoned reverse. Extremely sharp; the hair below 

LIBERTY is individually defined and the eagle 

feathers are very bold. 5,820.00 

1826 MS (63 + ) O-110. (R-3). Coppery-green with tur¬ 

quoise undertones. Sharply struck, lustrous and 

clean; a premium coin for the date, grade and type. 

.3,720.00 

1827 MS (63 + ) 0-121. (R-4). Wide Date. Even golden- 

grey with iridescence at the right reverse periphery. 

Very sharp obverse; reverse weakness at PLUR. 

Original and extremely attractive. 370.00 

1829 MS (60 + ) 0-113. (R-l). Silvery-grey with darker 

toning on the highspots. Very well struck. 1,195.00 

1830 MS (60 + ) 0-104. (R-l). Small Os. Similarly toned 

to the last but deeper in hue. 1,195.00 

1831 MS (65) O-109. (R-l). Greenish-gold and grey with 

festive green pastels at the peripheral obverse. 

Lustrous and clean, this pristine Bust Half is a rarity 

in that it is both sharply struck and free of the usual 

infinitismal rub on the high spots which 

characterizes most so-called "65's." (see color 
photo) ..5,820.00 

1833 EF(45 + )O-108. (R-l). 235.00 

1833 MS (65 +) 0-107. (R-3). Deep and warm iridescent 

toning with a tremendous amount of luster below. 

Very sharply struck for the date and variety with 

no major areas of weakness. 7,760.00 

1834 AU (50+) O-103. (R-l). Large Date. Large Letters. 

.395.00 

1834 AU (55) O-102. (R-l). Large Date. Large Letters. 

.520.00 

1834 AU (55 +) O-106. (R-l). Large Date. Small Letters. 

.645.00 

1834 MS (65/65) 0-106. (R-l). Large Date. Small Let¬ 

ters. Fully struck and in possession of truly sensa¬ 

tional natural toning and exceptional luster. This is 

that true prize that so many collectors are seeking: 

a true Gem Bust Half Dollar. ANACS certified for 

grade and authenticity.6,695.00 

1834 MS (65 +) 0-106. (R-l). Large Date, Small Letters. 

Superb iridescent obverse; steel-blue and sea-green 

reverse. Diagnostic flatness at the left shield and 

certain stars. This is second only to the incredible 

MS-69 1834 Half we sold earlier this year as the 

finest example of this type to pass through our 

doors in many years.7,750.00 

1836 AU (55 + ) 0-112. (R-l). "Bar-Dot" variety. 645.00 

1837 MS (60 + ) Deeply toned. . 1,560.00 

1838 MS (63) Artificially toned.2,280.00 

1839 VF (25).85.00 

1839 AU (55).520.00 

1794 EF (40) Overton-101. (R-4). Natural golden-grey 

with gold highlights. Extensive but ancient obverse 

scratches; clean reverse. A scarce and underrated 

date; how many 1794 Halves have you seen of¬ 

fered in the past few months? .5,250.00 

1795 VF (30) 0-121. (R-6). Y in LIBERTY punched over 

a star. A few ancient scratches are hidden by 

natural greenish-grey toning. A very scarce varie¬ 

ty.1,590.00 

1805 Fine (12) O-107. (R-3). A perfect coin for the grade. 

.150.00 

1806 EF (45 + ) 0-109. (R-l). Pointed 6. No Stem 

Through Claw. Natural rose-grey with some luster 

present. Sharp, clean, original and excellent for 

type.1,045.00 

1806 AU (50 + ) O-109. (R-l). Pointed 6. No Stem 

Through Claw. Somewhat prooflike surfaces have 

toned to a light golden-russet. Quite sharp for a 

variety which is often seen very soft. Curiously, an 

"H" has been counterstamped to the left of the 

eagle's claw.2,025.00 

1807 AU (55 + ) 0-102. (R-3). Bust Right. Full luster 

with golden-grey centers and light iridescence at 

the peripheral areas. A bit weak — as struck — at 

the central obverse. This is a stunning original coin 

with strong claims to a full "60" grade. . 3,725.00 

1808/7 EF (40) 0-101. (R-l). Beautifully toned. 165.00 

1811 AU (55 + ) 0-110. (R-l). Small 8. Full strike; good 

luster and natural color.965.00 

1812 EF (40) O-107. (R-l). 195.00 

1819/18 VF (35) 0-101. (R-l) Small 9. Nice coin. 145.00 

LIBERTY SEATED HALF DOLLARS 

1839 EF (45) With Drapery.135.00 

1843 EF (45). 90.00 

1852-0 EF (40) Prooflike. Very scarce.295.00 

1854- 0 MS (60) Cleaned.840.00 

1855- 0 MS (65) Re-engraved date. Untoned, lustrous 

and exceedingly well struck with full hair and 

feather details. A premium With Arrows type 

coin.6,300.00 

1859 Proof (60 +) Olive with grey highlights. Not in full 

brilliance but quite clean. Scarce.915.00 

1861-0 AU (55+) 430.00 

1862 MS (63 + ) Untoned. An intriguing mix of semi¬ 

prooflike and frosty surfaces. There are some 

minor obverse field marks as well as a small scrape 

above the D in DOL. A very scarce date in all 

grades.3,875.00 

1863 MS (63 + ) Russet obverse with light iridescence at 

the right periphery; very pale rose obverse. Ex¬ 

cellent strike; a virtual Gem example of this scarce 

date.3,425.00 

1863-S MS (60+) Full strike. Golden-grey with ample 

luster below. The surfaces and originality prove 

that this is not a scrubbed piece from the 

Guatamela Hoard. 995.00 

1865 MS (60+) No Drapery. Mostly prooflike with 

flashy multi-hued pastels. Very sharply struck with 

a partial wire rim on the reverse. Scarce. 1,080.00 

1873-CC MS (63 + ) With Arrows. Coppery-green 

obverse; pastel green reverse. A lustrous and sharp 

example of this very scarce coin, a berth high in the 

Condition Census is probable if not definite 

.7,775.00 
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Half Cents — Barber Half Dollars 

1909-S VDB lc 
MS (67) 

1924-D lc 
MS (67) 

1864 2c SM 
MS (63) 

1873 2c 
Proof (65) 

1860 3cS 18713cN 1883 3cN 
MS (65) Proof (65 + ) Proof (65) 

1821 10c 
MS (65) 

1837 10c 1839 10c 
Proof (63 + ) MS (63 + ) 

1853 10c 
MS (65) 

1869 10c 1870 10c 
MS (65+) Proof (67) 

1912 5c 
Proof (67) 

1862 10c 
Proof (65) 

1805 25c 
MS (65+) 

1834 25c 
MS (65) 

1876 25c 
Proof (65) 

1889 25c 
MS (67) 

1883 25c 
MS (67) 

1898 25c 
MS (65 + ) 

1918-D 25c 
MS (65 + ) 



Barber Half Dollars Patterns 

1911 50c 
MS (67) 

1913-D 50c 
MS (65) 

1928-S 50c 
MS (67) 1802/1 $1 

AU (50) 
1879-CC $1 

MS (65) 

1895 $1 
Proof (65) 

1878 Trade $1 
Proof (65 +) 

1878 Trade $1 
Proof (65+) 

1879 Trade $1 
Proof (65 + ) 

1880 Trade $1 
Proof (65 +) 

1868 $1 
MS (63 + ) 

1871 $1 
MS (65) 

1873 $1 
MS (65 + ) 

1881 $1 
MS (65) 

1883 $1 
MS (65+) 

1889 $1 
MS (65) 

1903 $2Vi 1906 $2 Vi 
MS (65) MS (65 + ) 

1878 $3 
MS (67) 

1880 $3 1795 $5 
Proof (65) EF (40) 

1833 $5 
MS (63 + ) 

1911 $5 
MS (65 + ) 

1916-S $5 
MS (65) 

1924 $20 
MS (65) 

1907 $20 
MS (65) 

1799 $10 
AU (50 + ) 

1838 J-73 
Proof (65) 

nm\ 
jj 

■teg! A 

1810 $5 
MS (60) 

1813 $5 
MS (63) 

1907 $10 
MS (65) 

1908-0 $10 WM 
MS (67+) 

1869 J-727 186« J-747 
Proof (69) Proof (69) 
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LIBERTY SEATED HALF DOLLARS 

1874 MS teO + > With Arrows. 1.590.00 

1874 MS (tx3 +) Arrows. Prooflike; the reverse is quite 

deep. Attractive natural iridescent toning; a 

borderline Gem example of a very popular type 

coin. 4,440.00 

1875 MS (63) Deep prooflike obverse. Russet-grey with 

colorful electric-blue and violet flashes outlining 

the devices, stars and lettering. 1,080.00 

1877 MS (63 +) Prooflike obverse with a frosted device; 

lustrous reverse. A bit weakly struck but clean and 

virtually at the "65" level.2,580.00 

1877-S MS (63) Partial Drapery. Somewhat prooflike 

surfaces below fairly deep golden-grey and rose 

toning.1,080.00 

1879 MS (63 + ) Prooflike. Smoky violet with sea-green 

and electric-blue at the peripheries. The reverse has 

enough Mint bloom to persuade us that this coin 

began its life as a business strike.5,160.00 

1879 MS (65 + ) Full Mint bloom is present atop very 

clean surfaces. Moderate gold toning adds further 

appeal to this scarce and desirable coin, (see color 

photo).10,895.00 

1879 Proof (65) Untoned and unusually brilliant. This 

Gem Half Dollar has surfaces which more than 

compliment its brilliance.4,950.00 

1880 MS (63 + ) We currently have two frosty business 

strikes available. One possesses a full cameo and is 

lightly toned; the other has a partial cameo and is 

untoned. Either piece is available at.5,160.00 

1883 MS (63) Mostiy prooflike; light gold toning. Weak¬ 

ly struck at Ms. Liberty's head and stars six-nine; 

this corresponds to the reverse.2,160.00 

1883 MS (67) Superb! An ultra-lustrous blazer with the 

sort of toning which gives the sophisticated collec¬ 

tor goosebumps on various parts of his/her 

anatomy. The reverse of this coin is a legitimate 

MS-70. The quality fanatic need look no further 

for the ultimate Seated Liberty Half Dollar, (see 

color photo).13,600.00 

1883 Proof (65) Pale lavender iridescent obverse; deep 

sea-green and gold reverse. This coin was purchas¬ 

ed from a recently broken-up original 1883 Proof 

Set. It has, needless to say, aged very well, (see 

color photo).4,950.00 

1889 Proof (65) Untoned. While we are partial to 

naturally toned coins, we realize that many collec¬ 

tors enjoy brilliant pieces. Thus, this glittering Gem 

will appeal to those who fear that toning "hides 

myriad sins" or whatever, (see color photo) 

.4.950.00 

BARBER HALF DOLLARS 

1893-S EF (40) 300.00 

1895-0 MS (63 +) Pale orange-gold toning. The obverse 

is a bit baggy while the reverse is very choice. A 

scarce date in Mint State.2,950.00 

1898 Proof (60 + )  930.00 

1899 AU (50+).310.00 

1899 MS (63).1,170.00 

1899-0 MS (65) Full strike. Toned.6,900.00 

1901 EF(45+)   205.00 

1901 Proof (63) Fully brilliant with a partial wire rim on 

the obverse; light iridescence is forming at the 

peripheries.1,320.00 

1901-0 MS (65) Light russet with burnt-gold crescents at 

the left obverse and lower reverse. The frosty 

obverse is without a single serious mark; the 

reverse is equally clean but shows a bit of weakness 

at the right shield line and the inner area of the right 
wing. Scarce.8,100.00 

1903 MS (60) Superb iridescent toning.540.00 

1906- D MS (65) Sharply struck and very lustrous. The 

reverse is superb and both sides of this lovely coin 

are naturally but lightly toned, (see color photo) 

.4,200.00 

1907- DMS (63) .1,170 00 

1910 MS (63) Prooflike. Deep gold obverse; burnt sien¬ 

na reverse framed by mottled electric blue. Scarce. 

. .1.170.00 
1910 Proof (651 Full cameo obverse. Untoned and very 

choice; the cheek is free of the usual marks as are 

the vibrant, deep surfaces. 4,800.00 

1910-SMS (65) 4,500.00 

1911 MS (67) Superb! Dusky golden-grey toning atop 

clean, lustrous surfaces This is an unimprovable 

business strike Barber Half Dollar, (see color 

7.000 00 
1912 MS (60) 540.00 

1912-D MS (65) Untoned and frosty. This sharply struck 

Half Dollar is an important coin for the type collec¬ 

tor to consider.4,200.00 

1913-D MS (63).1,170.00 

1913-D MS (65) Frosty and toned to a dusky gold with 

sea-green at the obverse rims. The serious type col¬ 

lector knows how difficult it is to locate truly 

choice Barber Halves, (see color photo) 4,200.00 

1915-S AU (50). 260.00 

WALKING LIBERTY HALF DOLLARS 

1916 MS (65) Light gold toning atop satiny surfaces; 

sharply struck for the date.1,800.00 

1916-D MS (63 + ) Excellent strike for the date; a virtual 

Gem.1,200.00 

1916-S MS (65 + ) Average strike but superb surfaces 

and premium natural color.4,800.00 

1917 AU (55 + ).115.00 

1917 MS (63)   345.00 

1917 MS (63 +) Toned or brilliant — take your pick at 

.740.00 

1917-D MS (65) Obverse Mintmark. Rose-gold obverse 

with some iridescence at the peripheries; superb 

ultra-frosty reverse.2,520.00 

1917-S MS (60) Reverse Mintmark.260.00 

1917- S MS (63 +) Reverse Mintmark.1,470.00 

1918 MS (63).600.00 

1918 MS (63 + ).1,380.00 

1918- SMS (60+).600.00 

1928-S MS (67) Superb! Exceptional strike for the date 

with a partial thumb and full skirtlines. Equally ex¬ 

citing color with vivid natural coloration on the 

obverse and reverse. Amongst the finest we've 

handled, (see color photo).7,500.00 

1933-S MS (63 +) Untoned and fully struck; this is near¬ 

ly as sharp as the next coin.1,380.00 

1933-S MS (67+) Superb! Fully struck with a complete¬ 

ly defined thumb and full skirtlines. Incredible 

iridescence in a spiderweb configuration. This is far 

and away the finest 1933-S Half Dollar we have 

ever seen. It is fully deserving of a place in the finest 

of collections.5,400.00 

1934 MS (60+).135.00 

1934 MS (63).190.00 

1934 MS (65).630.00 

1934-D MS (63 + ).740.00 

1934- D MS (65).1,200.00 

1935 MS (63 + ).245.00 

1935 MS (65).360.00 

1935- D MS (63 + ).780.00 

1936 MS (60+).85.00 

1936 MS (63 + ).240.00 

1936 MS (65) Full strike.360.00 

1936- D MS (63 +).425.00 

1936- S MS (67) Superb!.1,500.00 

1937 MS (63 +) Sharply struck.245.00 

1937- DMS (63 + ).680.00 

1937-SMS (63).290.00 

1937-SMS (63 + ).625.00 

1938 MS (63 + ).435.00 

1938-D MS (67) Superb! Fully struck. Pinkish-gold 

pastel toning atop mark free, glittering surfaces. 

.3,000.00 

1939 MS (63 + ).270.00 

1939 MS (65)  480.00 

1939-D MS (63 + ).285.00 

1939-D MS (65).420.00 

1939- D MS (65) Well struck for the date.570.00 

1940 MS (63).95.00 

1940 MS (63+).195.00 

1940 MS (65).290.00 

1940- SMS (63). 180.00 

1940-S MS (65) Frosty!.600.00 

1940- S MS (65 + ) Average strike; superior luster and 

surfaces.800.00 

1941 MS (63)  90.00 

1941 MS (65).195.00 

1941- D MS (65)  290.00 

1941- SMS (65)  870.00 

1942 MS (63)  90.00 

1942 MS (63 + ).140.00 

1942 MS (65).195.00 

1942- D MS (63 + ).240.00 

1942-S MS (63 + ) Prooflike. 425.00 

1942- S MS (65) Sharply struck.610.00 

1943 MS (63+) 140.00 

1943 MS (65).195.00 

194.3-D MS (63).140.00 

1943- D MS (63+ ) .265.00 
1944 MS (63) 90.00 

1944 MS (65) Fully struck 195.00 

1944 MS (65 + ) Fully struck. 255.00 

1944- DMS (63+) 205.00 

1944- SMS (65).510.00 

1945 MS (63) 90.00 

1945 MS (63+). 140.00 

1945 MS (65). 195.00 

1945- D MS (65) Sharp and lustrous. 290.00 
1945-1) MS (63 + ). 205.00 

1945-D MS (65). 290.00 

1945-D MS (65 + ). 385.00 

1945-SMS (63). 140.00 

1945-SMS (63 + ). 260.00 

1945-SMS (65). 385.00 

1945- SMS (65) Fully struck. 425.00 

1946 MS (63 + ). 185.00 

1946 MS (65).270.00 

1946- D MS (63 + ).155.00 

1946-D MS (65).215.00 

1946-D MS (67) Superb! Full strike.360.00 

1946-SMS (63). 140.00 

1946- S MS (65) Unusually well struck for the date. 

.335.00 
1947 MS (63+).275.00 

1947 MS (65).410.00 

1947- D MS (65).410.00 

FRANKLIN HALF DOLLARS 

1948 MS (63+) Full Bell Lines.75.00 

1948 MS (65) Full Bell Lines.90.00 

1948 MS (65 +) Full Bell Lines.120.00 

1948-D MS (63) Full Bell Lines.60.00 

1948-D MS (63+) Full Bell Lines.75.00 

1948- D MS (65) Full Bell Lines.90.00 

1949 MS (63 + ) Full Bell Lines.285.00 

1949 MS (65) Full Bell Lines. Gorgeous original mint set 

toning.345.00 

1949- D MS (63) Full Bell Lines.230.00 

1949-D MS (63 +) Full Bell Lines.285.00 

1949-S MS (63) Full Bell Lines Prooflike.575.00 

1949-S MS (63 +) Originally toned.400.00 

1949-S MS (65) Full Bell Lines.690.00 

1949-S MS (65) Full Bell Lines. Light gold toning with 

one of the strongest strikes possible for this coin. 

.690.00 

1950 MS (63+) Full Bell Lines.150.00 

1950 MS (65) Full Bell Lines. Brilliant or nicely toned. 

.180.00 
1950 Proof (67) Cameo proof . 1,250.00 

1951 MS (63) Full Bell Lines.55.00 

1951 MS (63 +) Full Bell Lines.70.00 

1951-D MS (63 +) Full Bell Lines.285.00 

1951-D MS (65) Full Bell Lines.345.00 

1951- S MS (63 +) Full Bell Lines.460.00 

1952 MS (63 +) Full Bell Lines.70.00 

1952 MS (65) Full Bell Lines.85.00 

1952 MS (65 + ) Full Bell Lines.115.00 

1952- D MS (63) Full Bell Lines.55.00 

1952-D MS (63+) Full Bell Lines.70.00 

1925-D MS (65) Full Bell Lines.85.00 

1952-D MS (65) Full Bell Lines. Either brilliant or original 

mint set toning.85.00 

1952-SMS (63 + ) Full Bell Lines. 575.00 

1952- SMS (63 + ) Full Bell Lines. 575.00 

1953 MS (65) Full Bell Lines.205.00 

1953- S MS (65 + ) Full Bell Lines. By far the toughest 

Franklin. This piece is extremely lustrous and 

remarkably mark free. .1,350.00 

1953- S MS (65 +) Full Bell Lines.1,360.00 

1954 MS (63+ ) Full Bell Lines.55.00 

1954 MS (65) Full Bell Lines.65.00 

1954 Proof (67) Cameo.375.00 

1954- D MS (65) Full Bell Lines.65.00 

1955 MS (65) Full Bell Lines. Deep original toning. 55.00 

1956 MS (65) Full Bell Lines. Beautiful color.55.00 

1957-D MS (65) Full Bell Lines.55.00 

BUST DOLLARS 

1795 VF (20) Bolender-2. (R-2). Rowing Hair. Lightly 

cleaned some years back, now retoning in a pleas¬ 

ing golden-grey hue. Well centered, sharp and free 

of serious problems; a good piece for the type col¬ 

lector.1,075.00 

1795 VF (20) Bolender-9. (R-5). Flowing Hair. The rare 

muling of the B-3 obverse and B-4 reverse. Struck 

from heavily clashed dies. A circular cut at the cen¬ 

tral obverse detracts; the reverse is fairly clean. An 

important coin for the specialist. 1,625.00 

1795 VF (35) Bolender-5. (R-l). Flowing Hair Mottled 

purplish-grey. Some light scratches at the central 

obverse appear Mint-made; a thin but deep reverse 

scrape at 12:00 is serious. Still an original and 

pleasing coin. 1,845 00 
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BUST DOLLARS 

1797 AU (50 + ) Bolender-3. Sixteen stars arranged 

10 + 6. Deeply and rather unappealingly toned; 

very sharp at the centers; somewhat weak at the 

peripheries.7,650.00 

1798 EF (40) Bolender-22. (R-2). Retoning in russet and 

burnt-orange tones after a dipping some years 

back. There are some minor adjustment marks at 

the central obverse but the coin is, otherwise, clean 

and sharp.1,740.00 
1799 VF (25) Bolender-5. (R-2). Greenish-grey with con¬ 

trasting highlights. Tiny rim obverse bruise at 7:00; 

thin reverse scratch between N and I in UNITED. 

Original and attractive, though not nearly as much 

as the next.1,200.00 

1799 EF (40) Bolender-8. (R-3). A perfect circulated Bust 

Dollar — a coin as special to the circulated coin 

collector as the 1805 Quarter in this ad is to the col¬ 

lector of Gem coins. This is a brownish-gold coin 

with grey highlights. It is problem free, charming 

and destined to be placed in a fine set.3,300.00 

1799 EF (40) Bolender-5a. (R-3). Unnaturally brilliant 
from a fresh dipping — but never cleaned and still, 

with care, a potentially excellent type coin. 

.3,300.00 

1799 EF (45) Bolender-9. (R-l). Silvery-grey with violet 
highlights on the obverse. Some luster is present 

within the protected areas. A well balanced Early 

Dollar with full milling, good centering and no 

serious marks.1,920.00 

1799 MS (60 + ) Bolender-9a. (R-2). An absolutely 
magnificent Bust Dollar with lovely natural irides¬ 

cent hues below even deep rose-grey toning. Full 

milling is present and the strike is, basically, sharp. 

The only marks on the coin are the die cracks 

which roam across the upper right obverse. A very 

important opportunity for the type collector or 

specialist.11,850.00 

1802 Fine (15) Bolender-6. (R-l). Close Perfect Date. A 

textbook Fine with natural gunmental grey toning. 

The reverse displays some ancient scratches; these 

are hidden by the toning.875.00 

1802/1 AU (50) Bolender-3. (R-3). The Wide Overdate. 
Prooflike with delicate lilac-gold toning; the 

reverse toning is a bit deeper at the periphery. Well 

struck and centered; a few light reverse adjustment 

marks in the shield, (see color photo) . . . .3,300.00 

1803 AU (50+) Bolender-5. (R-5). Iridescent toning. A 

few minor obverse nicks; severe reverse adjust¬ 

ment marks at the center.4,390.00 

LIBERTY SEATED DOLLARS 

1868 EF (40) Scarce.370.00 

1870 MS (63 +) A choice original coin with frosty 

pewter-grey surfaces. A few obverse marks from a 

Gem; still, nicer than most graded "65." . 5,000.00 

1870 Proof (63 +) Electric-blue overtones on a grey 

obverse; apricot-gold reverse. A few insignificant 

obverse hairlines; the reverse is a full Gem.5,040.00 

1871 MS (63) Semiprooflike obverse; both sides of this 

pleasing original coin display rose-grey toning with 

electric-blue at the date, stars and reverse lettering. 

.5.000.00 

1871 Proof (63 + ) Milky toning atop surfaces which 

show fewer marks than which usually fall into the 

tolerance level of this grade.5,040.00 

1872 MS (63) Prooflike. A deep lavender center is well 

complimented by fields toned to a sea-green; the 

reverse is similar but less intense.2,225.00 

TRADE DOLLARS 

1873-S MS (60+) Scarce.1,140.00 

1873-CC EF (45) Light grey toning atop very clean sur¬ 

faces. Rare!.395.00 

1876 MS (63+) Fully prooflike obverse with a partial 

wire rim; the ultra-frosty reverse is of Gem quality. 
.3,450.00 

1878 Proof (65 + ) We currently have two(!) Gem ex¬ 

amples of this popular Proof only date in stock. 

The first a medium rose-grey with iridescence 

below. It is unhairlined and possesses a high wire 

rim on the right obverse. The second coin is more 

deeply toned but has similarly virginal surfaces. 

Either one of these lovely coins is available at. (see 

color photo).11,050.00 

1878-S MS (60 + ) Untoned and fully lustrous. A very 

clean coin.1,140.00 

1879 Proof (65 +) Silvery grey obverse; untoned and in¬ 

credible reverse. Admittedly, the obverse pales in 

comparison to the reverse but almost any Trade 

Dollar would, (see color photo).9,600.00 

1880 Proof (65 + ) Superb natural iridescent toning on 

the obverse and reverse. Another Gem Trade 

Dollar which is important in that its surfaces show 

no hairlines, lintmarks, etc. (see color photo) 
.9,600.00 

1882 Proof (63 + ) Charmingly toned with delicate 

iridescent hues below rose-grey toning. Not as 

sharp on Ms. Liberty's head as some of these other 

Proofs but quite clean.4,695.00 

PROOF MORGAN DOLLARS 

1882 Proof (60 + ) Light gold toning tending towards 

bumt-orange at the peripheries. Fully brilliant but 

noticeably marked in the fields.1,275.00 

1882 Proof (65) A Gem Proof Morgan. The obverse is a 

captivating blend of lilac and deep bluish-green; 

the reverse is of the same hues but in a different 

configuration. A type which is, at present, in great 

demand.5,400.00 

1887 Proof (65) It is a toss-up as to whether this or the 

1882 is the prettiest Morgan Dollar in the group. 

This, too, is iridescent but is toned in a different 

range of colors.5,400.00 

1888 Proof (65) A bit weakly struck above Ms. Liberty's 

ear but absolutely original as evidenced by the 

virginal surfaces and natural toning.5,400.00 

1892 Proof (63 +) Even grey-gold obverse with a partial 

wire rim; the reverse is a bit more golden and 

shows more brilliance.3,570.00 

1895 Proof (65) While no longer regarded as the rarest 

Morgan Dollar, no other date in the series carries as 

much respect as the 1895. This is a premium exam¬ 

ple. Both the obverse and reverse are toned in 

multi-colored iridescent hues. The 1895 Dollar has 

never been cleaned and, thus, lacks the hairlines 

which seen almost inevitable. We anticipate an 

avalanche of phone calls regarding this coin and 

suggest an early phone call, (see color photo) 
.30,000.00 

MORGAN DOLLARS 

1878 MS (63) Eight Tailfeathers.100.00 

1878 MS (63 +) Eight Tailfeathers.260.00 
1878 MS (65) Eight Tailfeathers. Fully struck and very 

clean.420.00 

1878 MS (63) Seven/Eight Tailfeathers.125.00 

1878 MS (63 + ) Seven/Eight Tailfeathers.450.00 

1878 MS (65) Seven/Eight Tailfeathers.780.00 

1878 MS (65) Seven/Eight Tailfeathers. Prooflike; good 

contrast, fairly deep mirrors.1,170.00 

1878 MS (60 +) Seven Tailfeathers. Prooflike. . 75.00 

1878 MS (63) Seven Tailfeathers.150.00 

1878 MS (65) Seven Tailfeathers.690.00 

1878-S MS (63) Prooflike.115.00 

1878-S MS (63 +) Prooflike. An unusually deep example 

of this popular date.250.00 

1878-S MS (65) Semiprooflike.290.00 

1878-CC MS (63 +).240.00 
1878-CC MS (63 + ) Prooflike. Much cleaner than often 

seen on this first Carson City Morgan. 330.00 

1878-CC MS (65) Prooflike; deep mirrors.660.00 

1879 MS (63 +) We currently have a number of toned or 

brilliant pieces; please specify your preference. 
.350.00 

1879 MS (63 +) Prooflike.560.00 

1879 MS (65) Semiprooflike.560.00 

1879-0 MS (63/65) ANACS certified.645.00 

1879-0 MS (63 +) Deep mirror prooflike, full strike. A 

simply outstanding example of this scarcer coin. 

.1,325.00 

1879-SMS (63 + ). 120.00 

1879-SMS (65).165.00 

1879- CC MS (65) Perfect CC. A frosty Gem with excep¬ 

tional surfaces and a good strike, (see color photo) 

.4,800.00 

1880 MS (63 + ).275.00 

1880- 0 MS (60). 80.00 

1880-S MS (63) Prooflike, good contrast.110.00 

1880-S MS (63 +) Prooflike, good contrast. 320.00 

1880-S MS (65). 155.00 

1880-S MS (65 +) Prooflike, very good contrast and ex¬ 

cellent surfaces; a Gem.545.00 

1880-CC MS (63+).390.00 

1881 MS (63 + ). 255.00 

1881-SMS(63+) . U0 00 

1881-S MS (63 +) Prooflike, extremely clean 250 00 

1881-SMS (65). 150.00 
1881-S MS (65) Prooflike. A mark free Gem. 390 00 

1881-CC MS (63 + ). 345.00 
1881- CC MS (65) Semiprooflike. 585.00 

1882 MS (63) . 75 00 

1882 MS (63 + ). 245.00 
1882 MS (63 + ) Prooflike; below average contrast but 

extremely clean. 510.00 

1882- SMS (63).80.00 

1882-SMS (63 + ).150.00 

1882-S MS (63 +) Prooflike, deep mirrors. 310.00 

1882-CC MS (63+).180 00 
1883 MS (63 +) We currently have a number of toned or 

brilliant pieces in stock from an original roll. Please 

state your preference. 260.00 

1883 MS (65) Only three coins in said roll met our exac¬ 

ting standards for a 65 grade. We offer these Gems 
at.445 00 

1883-0 MS (60+). 50.00 

1883-0 MS (63). 60.00 
1883-0 MS (63+) Prooflike, toned 275.00 

1883-S MS (63) Lustrous and clean; the reverse rates a 

full "65" grade. 700.00 

1883-CC MS (65) Prooflike.515.00 

1884 MS (63+). 295.00 
1884 MS (63/65) Superb obverse toning. ANACS cer¬ 

tified. 340.00 

1884-0 MS (63+).130.00 

1884-0 MS (63 +) Prooflike, deeper mirrors than usual¬ 

ly seen.275.00 

1884-0 MS (65) Frosty, clean and surprisingly sharp. 
215.00 

1884- CC MS (63 + ) Prooflike, superbly toned obverse. 
.330 00 

1885 MS (65) A frosty Gem. 210.00 

1885- 0 MS (63 + ).130.00 
1885-0 MS (65) Very well struck; delicate reverse 

iridescence.215.00 

1885-S MS (63 +) Prooflike obverse. 730.00 

1885-S MS (63 +) Prooflike; light iridescent crescent at 

the lower reverse.1,225.00 

1885-CC MS (65) Prooflike; excellent contrast. 720.00 

1885-CC MS (65 +) frosty; the reverse is superb. 565.00 

1885-CC MS (65 + ) Prooflike; a near cameo and a 

superb Dollar in every respect.960.00 

1886 MS (63 +) Prooflike, very deep mirrors. 275.00 

1886-SMS (63 + ). 440.00 

1886-0 MS (63 +) Full strike. Untoned and lustrous; a 
few obverse scuffs do not detract. 1,980.00 

1886-0 MS (65) Full strike. Amongst the finest 86-0 

Dollars we have handled. This untoned coin is ex¬ 

tremely lustrous and clean and it exhibits a 

remarkably sharp strike. For the finest set. 3,240.00 

1887 MS (63 + ).120.00 

1887 MS (65) Toned obverse, brilliant reverse. 185.00 

1887-OMS (63 + ) Above average strike. 450.00 

1887-0 MS (63 + ) Prooflike; the obverse mirrors are 

quite deep.1,065.00 

1887-S MS (63) Understated and very attractive toning. 
.115.00 

1887- S MS (63 + ). 500.00 

1888 MS (63+). 230.00 

1888- 0 MS (63 + ). 245.00 
1888-0 MS (63+) Prooflike. 480.00 

1888-S MS (63+ Deep prooflike obverse; lustrous and 

virtually perfect reverse. 475.00 

1889 MS (63 + ) Specify toned or brilliant; we have a few 

very nice pieces available.295.00 

1889 MS (63 + ) Prooflike. . 595.00 

1889 MS (65). 525.00 

1889-S MS (63 + ) Decidedly sharper than the average 

89-S Dollar. 330.00 

1889-0 MS (63 + ).1,140 00 

1889- 0 MS (65) Frosty and sharp; the nicest we've 

handled in months. 2,040.00 

1890 MS (63 + ).375.00 

1890 MS (63 +) Prooflike, fairly deep mirrors. 860.00 

1890- 0 MS (63 +) Superbly toned obverse and reverse. 
.685.00 

1890-0 MS (63 + ) Extremely deep mirror prooflike. 

.1,300.00 

1890-SMS (63 + ). 235.00 
1890-0 MS (63/65) Above average strike, clean sur¬ 

faces. ANACS certified. 785.00 

1890- CC MS (63 +) Dusky golden-brown with sugges¬ 

tions of iridescence at the peripheries. 540.00 

1891- 0 MS (63 +) Full strike; a few obverse marks from 

a Gem.1.350.00 

1891-0 MS (63/65) ANACS certified 1 550 00 

1891-S MS (63 + ) Lustrous and attractive; the obverse 

merits a full "65" grade. 250 00 
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MORGAN DOLLARS 

lS^l-CC MS (03 + ) Deep rose toning with orange 

flashes about the devices. Original and not easily 

improvable. 525.00 

1892 MS i63 +> Golden-brown toning is darker at the 

peripheries than the centers. The reverse rates a full 

'65" grade .1.025.00 

1592 MS (o5> Average strike. Frosty and quite clean; 

Ms. Liberty s cheek is particularly unmarked. 

1,710.00 
15*32-CC MS (63+) Average strike; lovely deep russet 

toning.  725.00 

1892-CC MS (65) The finest piece from a small group we 

recently purchased. Sharp, clean and beautifully 

toned 1,000.00 

1892-0 MS (63) Deep prooflike, full strike. Shallow 

obverse abrasions consistent to the grade; the 

reverse is very choice. The depth of the fields 

makes this a premium prooflike 92-0. .1,750.00 
1892- 0 MS (65) Fully struck and lustrous with excep¬ 

tionally clean surfaces. While not as scarce as some 

might claim, 1892-0 Dollars are still not readily 
found as nice as this coin.2,700.00 

1893- 0 MS (63+) Semiprooflike. Above average strike 

with the reverse actually quite sharp. Marks con¬ 

sistent to the grade; a scarce and popular date. 

8,695.00 
1893-S VF (35) Natural steel-grey toning atop extremely 

clean surfaces. Unlike the vast majority of 1893-S 

Dollars, this piece has never been cleaned and it 

displays absolutely none of the oft-seen problems. 

.2,985.00 
1893-S EF (40) Naturally toned with rose-grey centers 

and flashy iridescent peripheries. Evenly wom and 

amazingly clean for the date and grade. In our 

eyes, more attractive than many 93-S Dollars grad¬ 

ed 5 or 10 points higher.3,425.00 

1893-S AU (50) Untoned and in possession of much of its 

original luster. There are some very light marks in 

the obverse fields; the reverse is a bit cleaner. One 

of the nicer AU 93-S Dollars available on today's 

market and a very fitting substitute for a full Mint 

State coin.9,120.00 

1894 MS (63 +) Semiprooflike. A few tiny abrasions are 

present in the left obverse field but the overall 

cleanliness of this coin is startling. 

.6.750.00 
1894 MS (65) Fully struck on the obverse and reverse. 

Bumt-orange obverse toning; brilliant reverse. 

Another premium Dollar which would not look 

out of place in any Morgan Dollar set. . 5,400.00 

1894-S MS (63 +) Prooflike; especially so on the reverse. 

Some planchet striations as made but extremely 

clean. Ms. Liberty's cheek is unmarked and the 

obverse's brilliance is highlighted by the beginnings 

of peripheral burnt-gold toning. Scarce and impor¬ 

tant.2,985.00 

1895-0 VF (30).190.00 

1895-0 MS (60+) Full strike. The obverse shows some 

marks in both fields. The reverse, which is 

legitimately prooflike, is clean and choice. An ex¬ 

cellent value.3,420.00 

1896 MS (63 + ) We just purchased a small group of 

original rolls and can offer above average 96-P 

Dollars at.195.00 

1896-0 MS (63) Full strike. Overall, a very clean and 

lustrous coin made all the more impressive by its 

bold strike.1,500.00 

1897 MS (63+)   270.00 

1897 MS (63+) Prooflike.455.00 

1897-SMS (63 + )  265.00 

1897-S MS (63+) Prooflike; excellent contrast and 

depth.  470.00 

1897- S MS (65) 440.00 

1898 MS (63+)  220.00 

1898 MS (63 +) Prooflike.365.00 

1898 MS (65) Superbly toned. 365.00 

1898- 0 MS (63+) 195.00 

1898-0 MS (63 + ) Prooflike. .295.00 

1898-0 MS (65 ) 330.00 

1898-0 MS (65) Prooflike. Deep reverse. 480.00 

1898- S MS (63 +) Superbly toned. 540.00 

1899 MS (63+(Frosty and clean. 435.00 

1899- 0 MS (63+)  215.00 
1899 S MS (60+ )  230.00 

1899-SMS (63) .310.00 

1899 SMS'63 *-) 575.00 
999 M 6d+)Procflfl« 1,275.00 

I899-S MS >65i 840.00 

1900 MS (63) 65.00 
1900 MS (63+ i From a recently purchased original roll. 

These are extremely nice coins. 180.00 

1900-0 MS (63 + ). 210.00 

1900-0 MS (63 65) ANACS certified. 240.00 

1900-0 MS (65) Superbly toned. 350.00 

1900-SMS (63+).490.00 

1900-S MS (63/65) ANACS certified. 560.00 

1900-SMS (65/63) ANACS certified. 560.00 

1900-S MS (63 +) Prooflike.1,230.00 

1900-SMS (65).690.00 

1901 MS (63 + ) Very well struck with clearly defined 

hair atop Ms. Liberty's ear and partial breast 

feathers. The clean and lustrous surfaces display 

lovely natural dusky lilac and gold toning. We 

don't need to tell the Dollar collector of the impor¬ 

tance of this offering.8,250.00 

1901-0 MS (60+).55.00 

1901-0 MS (63 + ).265.00 

1901-0 MS (63 +) Prooflike.510.00 

1901-S MS (63 +) Superb subtle toning.1,510.00 

1901- S MS (63 +) Prooflike. Scarce.3,425.00 

1902 MS (63 + ).595.00 

1902- 0 MS (63+).230.00 

1902-S MS (63/65) ANACS certified.985.00 

1902- S MS (63) Prooflike; deeper surfaces than normal. 

.570.00 

1903 MS (63 + ).335.00 

1903 MS (63 +) Prooflike.645.00 

1903- 0 MS (65).975.00 

1904 MS (63+).935.00 

1904 MS (63/65) ANACS certified.1,075.00 

1904- 0 MS (60+).55.00 

1904-0 MS (63+).180.00 

1904-0 MS (63 +) Prooflike.265.00 

1904-S MS (63+) Many would grade this a full "65." 

.2,550.00 
1904-S MS (63 + ) Prooflike, deeper mirrors than usual. 

.7,150.00 

1904-S MS (65) Fully prooflike and exceptionally clean. 

Scarce.12,000.00 

1921 MS (63).40.00 

1921 MS (63) Prooflike.125.00 

1921 MS (63 + ).130.00 

1921 MS (65).215.00 

1921-D MS (63).75.00 

1921-D MS (63) Prooflike.270.00 

1921-D MS (63 + ) Prooflike..1,150.00 

1921-S MS (63) Sharply struck.90.00 

PEACE DOLLARS 

1921 MS (63 +) Very well struck for the date with choice 

surfaces and good luster. A premium example of 

this ultra-popular date.1,150.00 

1922 MS (60+).35.00 

1922-D MS (63 + ).395.00 

1922-D MS (65).720.00 

1922-SMS (63).95.00 

1922- S MS (63 +) Above average strike.430.00 

1923 MS (63+).115.00 

1923 MS (65)  185.00 

1923- D MS (63).85.00 

1923-D MS (63 +) Extremely sharp for the date. 500.00 

1923-SMS(63 + ) .565.00 

1923- S MS (65) A full blown Gem with excellent surfaces 

and luster.1,025.00 

1924 MS (63 + ).245.00 

1924 MS (65)  435.00 

1924- SMS (63+).1,485.00 

1925 MS (63 + ).190.00 

1925 MS (65).330.00 

1925- SMS (60+).175.00 

1925-SMS (63 + ) .690.00 

1925- S MS (63/65) ANACS certified.795.00 

1926 MS (63 + ).415.00 

1926- D MS (63 + ) Frosty and clean; above average 

strike. .655.00 

1926-SMS (63 + ).350.00 

1926- S MS (65) Lightly and beautifully toned; extremely 

clean for the date.600.00 

1927 MS (63 + ) .745.00 

1927- DAU (55).155.00 

1927-D MS (65/63) Ultra-frosty and very clean obverse; 

one thin reverse mark detracts from an otherwise 

superb reverse. ANACS certified for grade and 

authenticity.  2,200.00 

1927-D MS (65) An exciting coin with lovely natural 

toning atop lustrous, clean surfaces.3,300.00 

1927-D MS (67) Superb! Full strike. Dusky greyish-gold 

toning atop absolutely unmarked surfaces. The 

finest example of this date we have owned and a 

scarce coin as such.5,500.00 

1927- S MS (63 + ) Lustrous and very well struck; the 

reverse is of Gem quality.720.00 

1928- S MS (65/63) ANACS certified for grade and 

authentic ifv 835.00 

1934 AU (55 + ) 85 00 

1934 MS (63+) . 785.00 

1934-SMS (60 + ) 1,625.00 

1934-S MS (63 + ) Average strike but extremely clean 

and frosty. We have seen countless inferior 

specimens offered as "65's." 4,175.00 
1935 MS (63).140.00 

1935 MS (63 + ). 570.00 

1935 MS (63/65) ANACS certified for grade and 

authenticity.655.00 

1935 MS (65) 1,000.00 

1935 MS (65 +) A glittering Gem with superb luster ac¬ 

centuated by light gold toning.1,335.00 

1935-S MS (65/63) ANACS certified for grade and 

authenticity.1,340.00 

1935-S MS (65) Average strike; above average luster and 

surfaces.1,950.00 

ONE DOLLAR GOLD 

1849-0 AU (50) Lustrous, reasonably clean and evenly 

wom. A practical coin for the collector of scarce 

gold whose budget is not unlimited. 310.00 

1849-0 MS (63) Full strike. Rather deep orange-green 

toning on the obverse and reverse. Some very 

minor marks are all but hidden by the toning. A 

legitimately scarce — if not rare — date in this 

grade.2,415.00 
1851- C AU (50 + ) Deep yellow-green gold with full 

luster present. Even, minimal wear and clean sur¬ 

faces for the date. A nice Charlotte One Dollar 

Gold piece.1,350.00 

1852 MS (60).750.00 

1852 MS (60+) Very choice for the grade.1,065.00 

1852 MS (63) Attractive coppery toning atop surfaces 

suggestive of a higher grade.1,380.00 

1852- D EF (45) Struck from clashed dies as all seen are. 

Rather harshly cleaned at one time; now retoning 

in deep yellow hues. Extremely sharp for the date 

and still rather attractive. A very scarce date in any 

grade.1,250.00 

1853 MS (60).750.00 

1853 MS (63).1,380.00 

1853 MS (63 + ) The obverse, which displays excellent 

color, is of Gem quality.3,390.00 

1853- 0 MS (63) Full strike. Greenish-gold toning atop 

lightly marked but reasonably choice surfaces. 

There is a slight Mint-made irregularity at 8:00 on 

the obverse rim. Again, a scarce coin in Mint State. 

.2,070.00 
1854 MS (63) Type One.1,380.00 

1854 MS (63 + ) Type One. Struck from lightly clashed 

dies; the clashmarks are the only marks on this 

coin.3,390.00 

1854 EF (45) Type Two.700.00 

1854 EF (45 +) Type Two.800.00 

1854 AU (50) Type Two.900.00 

1854 AU (50 + ) Type Two. Struck from lightly clashed 

dies.1,375.00 

1856 MS (60+) Slanting 5.1,020.00 

1856 MS (63 + ) Slanting 5. Superb color.3,120.00 

1856 MS (63) Upright 5. Scarce and very underrated. 

.1,585.00 

1860 MS (60) Some light but obvious marks on the 

obverse and reverse detract from an otherwise 

choice coin. Scarce, vastly underrated and rarely 

seen finer.900.00 

1861 MS (63) Struck from clashed dies. . 1,320.00 

1862 MS (63).1,320.00 

1867 MS (60 + ) Prooflike. Struck from clashed dies. 

Some very shallow marks are primarily confined 

to the left obverse field. Overall, a very attractive 

example of this scarce date. 2,750.00 

1868 MS (63 + ) Semiprooflike. Pale pink toning atop 

clean, vibrant surfaces. Unlike many 1868 Gold 

Dollars, this coin's surfaces show no Mint-induced 

faults. Scarce, (see color photo) .6,240.00 

1870-S MS (60) Early state with strong recutting still visi¬ 

ble on the right side of the mintmark. Coppery 

yellow surfaces are quite clean and exhibit good 

luster. There is a shallow planchet flake above AR 

in DOLLAR, as struck, which is well concealed by 

the toning. The last Branch Mint Gold Dollar and 

another scarce date.3,950.00 

1871 MS (65) Frosty with coppery orange toning. Very 

struck strike for the date with especially well defin¬ 

ed hair. A scarce date with only 3,900 business 

strikes coined, (see color photo) 7,380.00 

1873 MS (63) Open 3, all of LIBERTY is visible. 1,320.00 

1873 MS (65 + ) Open 3, all of LIBERTY is visible 

Struck from lightly clashed dies. A frosty Gem 

with gorgeous pinkish-green toning on the obverse 

and reverse, (see color photo) 0,560.00 
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ONE DOLLAR GOLD 

1874 MS (65) None of LIBERTY is visible. A frosty little 

Gem with sensational color and unblemished sur¬ 

faces. For the finest gold type set.4,920.00 

1877 MS (63 + ) Deep coppery-gold atop satin surfaces. 

A trifle rough in the upper left field; the reverse is of 

Gem quality. While overrated in all grades, the 

1877 Gold Dollar is still a reasonably scarce coin. 

.4,680.00 

1879 AU (55 +) Only the L in LIBERTY is visible. Light 

rub on the obverse high spots, the reverse is fully 

Mint State.1,075.00 

1881 MS (65) In terms of eye-appeal, this is the finest 

One Dollar Gold piece in this important run. Its 

luster is intense and its greenish-yellow color is 

riveting, (see color photo).5,400.00 

1882 MS (60 + ) Semiprooflike with very deep copper 
toning at the obverse periphery. Average strike; 

nice surfaces for the grade.1,275.00 

1883 MS (65 + ) Semiprooflike with similar color to the 

1882 listed above. But unlike the last coin, this is a 

mark free Gem. (see color photo) .6,560.00 

1884 MS (65) Prooflike. Pale pinkish-orange gold. Ex¬ 
cept for a double clashmark before Ms. Liberty's 

face, the surfaces are unmarked. Despite being a 

scarcer date, this is so attractive that it would do 

well in a premium type set.5,650.00 

1885 MS (63) Prooflike. Struck in vibrant yellow gold. 

Some light marks above the DOL in DOLLAR 

separtes this from a Gem.1,650.00 

1885 MS (63 + ) Unlike the last, this is frosty. Like the 

last, its color is quite nice. Some Mint-made rough¬ 

ness at the rims keeps this from an otherwise 

deserved "65" grade.3,745.00 

1885 MS (65) A satiny Gem which displays a little 
deeper color than the last two. A copper-hued ton¬ 

ing atop at DOL serves to identify.5,425.00 

1885 Proof (60) Fully brilliant with obvious orange-peel 

still remaining. The obverse fields are lightly hair- 

lined; the reverse is choicer.1,800.00 

1887 MS (60 + ) Pinkish toning adheres to lustrous and 

choice surfaces. A nice Type Three type coin. 
.1,275.00 

1888 Proof (60 +) A close cousin to the above listed 1885 

Proof with similar color and surfaces. 2,880.00 

1889 MS (60 +) Struck from clashed dies; nice luster and 

color.1,020.00 

1889 MS (63 + ) Fairly deep copper toning on the 

obverse and reverse.3,120.00 

1889 MS (65) We currently have two Gems in stock. 

One has copper toning similar to the above; the 

other has pinkish toning and is quite lustrous. Both 

are available at. (see color photo).4,920.00 

1889 Proof (63 +) A borderline Gem with exquisite deep 

yellow coloration. While the obverse is nearly 

without flaw, the reverse possesses a microscopic 

Mint-made lintmark above the OL in DOLLAR. 

.6,030.00 

QUARTER EAGLES 

1805 AU (55) Only 1,781 struck and many of these 

melted in the great redemption of 1834. Flawless 

green-gold obverse; the reverse displays minor ad¬ 

justment marks above STATES and the top of the 

shield. These marks do not detract. An extremely 

scarce type; far more so than Half Eagles and 

Eagles of this era.13,350.00 

1836 AU (50 + ) Head of 1837. Prooflike.1,075.00 

1852 MS (65) A satiny Gem with appealing greenish- 

orange toning. A common date in an uncommon 

grade. 3,780.00 

1854 MS (60 +) Excellent luster and strike. Very shallow 

contact marks in the obverse Helds; the reverse 

merits a full 63 grade. Scarce and underrated in 

Mint State.1,650.00 

1861 MS (63 + ).2,275.00 

1865 Proof (65) Only 25 struck; possibly as few as nine 

unimpaired specimens survive. Ours is a deep 

cameo Gem with clean surfaces and considerable 

eye appeal. A very rare coin.30,000.00 

1867 EF (40) Deep orange toning atop typically abraided 

surfaces. Rare; only 3,250 were struck. 695.00 

1878 MS (63) 960.00 

1878 MS (65) A lustrous Gem enhanced by pinkish ton¬ 

ing and good luster. An ideal high-end type coin. 
. 2,700.00 

1880 EF (45) Somewhat prooflike; very deep yellow ton¬ 

ing atop problem free surfaces. Rare; only 2,960 

business strikes for the year. 695.00 

1891 Proof (50+) Ok, so its not beautiful. It is, though a 

rare coin with an original mintage of only 80 

pieces.1,250.00 

1892 MS (60 +) Excellent luster atop lightly marked but 
unusually clean for the date surfaces. Vastly 

superior to most; a scarce date with only 2,440 

business strikes produced.2,050.00 

1897 MS (63 +) Scarce. 2,295.00 

1898 Proof (65) 165 struck. A two-tone cameo Gem 

with deep yellow fields displaying an absolute 

minimum number of marks. The reverse borders 

on the superb level. .10,800.00 

1899 MS (65) Superb pinkish-green toning. Scarce but 

still more than suitable for a premium type set. 
.3,240.00 

1901 MS (65). 2,700.00 

1903 MS (63).960.00 
1903 MS (65) (see color photo) 2,700.00 

1904 MS (60) Prooflike. 690.00 

1904 MS (65). 2,700.00 

1906 MS (63 + ).1,830.00 
1906 MS (65 + ) Unimprovable, (see color photo) 
.3,600.00 

1907 MS (63 + ) 7 in date repunched at base. Scarce. 
.2,000.00 

1908 MS (63 + ). 1,830.00 

1908 MS (65) Extremely clean surfaces.2,880.00 

1910 MS (63 + ).1,770.00 

1911 MS (63).720.00 

1911 MS (65).2,825.00 

1911-D MS (63 +) A premium example of the key to the 

Indian Head series with a bold mintmark, nice 

luster and color and minimal marks.6,950.00 

1912 MS (63 + ).1,770.00 

1913 MS (63).720.00 

1913 MS (63 + ).1,770.00 

1915 MS (63).720.00 

1915 MS (65).2,880.00 

1925-D MS (63).720.00 

1925-DMS (63 + ) .1,770.00 

1925-D MS (65).2,820.00 

1926 MS (63/63) ANACS certified for grade and 

authenticity.825.00 

1926 MS (65).2,820.00 

1927 MS (63). 720.00 

1927 MS (63 + ).1,770.00 

THREE DOLLAR GOLD 

1854 EF (45 + ) Struck from lightly clashed dies. This 

clean Three retains much of its original luster and 

has taken on a pleasing pinkish-yellow toning con¬ 

figuration. Affordable and attractive.1,075.00 

1855 MS (63 +) A borderline Gem with pinkish luster in 

and around the devices. A tiny black spot 

(removable?) at the 1:00 reverse rim is really the 

only notable mark on the coin.10,575.00 

1857 MS (63) Struck on a very lightly striated planchet 

as are most Threes of this date. Our example is well 

above average with very clean surfaces, pleasing 

deep yellow coloration and good luster. A 

legitimately scarce date in Mint State.7,380.00 

1874 AU (50) Prooflike, especially so on the obverse. 

Clean for the grade and ideal for the type collector 

who is unable to afford a full Mint State piece. 

.1,140.00 

1877 AU (50 + ) Fully prooflike deep yellow gold. A 

minor scratch below the truncation of the neck is 

the only mark on this flashy coin. The wear is quite 

minimal; most people would call this a "60. 

Scarce!.3,950.00 

1878 AU (55 + ) A lustrous "sup>er-slider" which exhibits 

trivial rub on the very highest spots of the coin. 

Again, a viable alternative to a "60" coin. . 2,175.00 

1878 MS (60+) Very well struck and lustrous with nice 

pink-hued luster. Just a few too many marks to 

quality as a "63.".3,725.00 

1878 MS (67) Superb! Quite possibly the finest business 

strike Three which we have ever owned. The 

satiny surfaces are excessively lustrous, clean and 

accentuated by pinkish luster. The strike is very 

sharp with just the slightest weakness at the bow- 

knot. We would urge the serious Gold type collec¬ 

tor to act on this awesome coin as it is doubtful that 

many other Threes of this quality exist, (see color 

photo).20,000.00 

1879 MS (63 +) Semiprooflike. Superb copper and gold 

toning. The obverse device is fully frosted in a 

delicate pink hue; the effect is stunning. This bor¬ 

derline Gem has as much eye appeal as any coin in 

this catalog..10,575.00 

1880 Proof (65) Only 36 struck, probably no more than 

half of these survive. And of these survivors, it is 

doubtful that any are superior to this deep yellow- 

gold Gem. Obviously, a rare and important coin 

which is not likely to appear until a major Gold 

collection hits the market, (see color photo) 
26.895.00 

1888 AU (55 + ) Sharply struck and fully lustrous with 

nice color and problem free surfaces. Another im¬ 

portant opportunity for the budget conscious gold 

collector. 2,175.00 

HALF EAGLES 

1795 EF (40) Breen 1-A. (R-4). Small Eagle. Pale green 

gold with some luster evident in the protected 

areas. The left obverse rim is a bit weak and there is 

a tiny rim tic at 3:00; the reverse is problem free. 

One of the cleaner circulated 1795 Half Eagles we 

have ever owned and an extremely important type 

coin, (see color photo). 11,700.00 

1806 MS (60) Breen 5-E. (R-2). Knobbed 6. Stars 7+6. 
Pale green toning with the reverse a bit deeper in its 

hue than the obverse. A touch of striking weakness 

at the first three stars; reverse adjustment marks at 

ITED and the left tine of the shield, (see color 

photo).10,800.00 

1810 EF (45 + ) Breen 1-A. (R-2). Large Date and 5. Deep 

orange gold with considerable luster in the pro¬ 

tected areas. A lovely piece of Early Gold which is 

notable for its overall cleanliness and originality. 
.3,750.00 

1810 MS (60) Breen 1-A. (R-2). Large Date and 5. A bit 

lighter in hue than the last coin; this one tends 

towards green-gold at the centers. Some die sinking 

above the cap has impressed the reverse denticles in 

this area. Very realistic claims to a "63" grade could 

be made for this coin, (see color photo). 10,200.00 

1813 AU (55) Breen 1-A. (High R-4; possibly R-5). 

Yellow gold with some greenish overtones. Full 

luster is present; the wear on this coin is truly 

minimal and is limited to the curls. There is a small 

edge bruise on the obverse at 11:00 which does not 

correspond to the reverse. One of the rarest of all 

U.S. types.9,425.00 

1813 MS (63) Breen 1-A. Deep yellow gold. Minor ad¬ 

justment marks at the obverse rim from 3:00 to 

6:00; as we said in describing the 1805 Quarter, 

these marks are to be expected on early U.S. coins. 

A very flashy, lustrous coin recently liberated from 

an old European estate, (see color photo) 20,400.00 

1833 MS (63 +) Large Date. A very rare coin, despite its 

high mintage, due to the heavy meltings of 1834. 

Fully prooflike deep greenish-yellow gold with 

copper undertones in the obverse fields. There are 

a few tiny nicks, here and there, in the fields but 

this handsome coin has gone relatively unscathed 

in its long life. As we've stated, a very rare coin 

with approximately 40-50 known, (see color 

photo).34,500.00 

1836 MS (60) Pinkish cartwheel luster races across 

slightly abraided greenish-yellow surfaces. A very 

scarce and underrated type which rarely shows up 

in higher grades.2,225.00 
1841-D MS (63) Small D. Semiprooflike. Struck in love¬ 

ly light green gold. A remarkable coin considering 

its place or origin; this is as close to a full strike as 

any Dahlonega Half Eagle could possibly be. A 

thin scratch in the right obverse field is a bit distrac¬ 

ting but the overall effect of this coin is quite stunn¬ 
ing. 12,500.00 

1849 AU (50) A good choice for the gold type collector 

who can not afford a Mint State No Motto Half 

Eagle.360.00 

1844-0 AU (55 +) Breen-2. Thin Stars. Cracked reverse. 

(R-67) Light green gold with good luster atop clean 

surfaces. Scarce enough as a date; rare variety con¬ 

spicuously absent from most major collections. 

.2,025.00 

1851 AU (50+).510.00 

1852 AU (50) Heavy Date. 360.00 

1852 AU (55) Heavy Date. 660.00 

1858 AU (50) Somewhat prooflike pink gold. Above 

average strike and surfaces. Very scarce date in 

AU; we doubt that more than six to eight true Mint 

S ta te pieces exist. 995.00 

1879-S MS (63 +) Deep green peripheries; pink and cop¬ 

per centers. Fully struck and very clean. A tremen¬ 

dous example of this rare and very underrated 

date; Eliasberg's was only an AU and the last Mint 

State coin we can trace a record for was the Stack s 

3/82 coin.3,100 00 

1880-SMS (63 + ). 2,385.00 

1881 MS (63). 890.00 

1882 MS (63) . 890 00 
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HALF EAGLES 

1882-S MS (t>3 +) 2,385.00 

1890- CC MS toO + > Deep copper-orange toning. Good 

surfaces and luster for the grade; not readily im¬ 

proved upon tor the date. Scarce. 1,100.00 

1891- CCAIH50+) 565.00 

1892 MS (o5> Superb pink and green color. 4.080.00 

1862-0 EF (45) Semiprooflike green gold. Typical heavy 

abrasions; fortunately, none affect the detail of this 

not unattractive coin. A scarce date; every bit as 

much as its low mintage would indicate. 1,650.00 

1893-CC AU (55)  1,325.00 

1600 MS (63)  690.00 

1900 MS (63 + )  2,385.00 

1900 MS (65) The obverse is superb. 4.080.00 

1901- S MS (63 + ).2,385.00 

1902- SMS (63 + )  2,385.00 

1903 MS (60+).495.00 

1903 MS (63)  690.00 

1903- SMS (60 + ) 495.00 

1905 MS (63 + ).2,385.00 

1906-DMS (63).760.00 

1909-D MS (60 +).1,900.00 

1909- D MS (63) .2,875.00 

1910 MS (65) A lustrous fully struck Gem. As the ad¬ 

vanced collector well knows, this is an extremely 

tough type to locate in true MS-65. 5,225.00 

1910- D AU (55 + ) A full Mint State coin by "commer¬ 

cial" standards.  1,000.00 

1910-S EF (45+) Scarce.395.00 

1911 MS (63).1,560.00 

1911 MS (65 + ) Quite possibly the finest Indian Half 

Eagle we have owned in nearly two years, (see 

color photo).6,950.00 

1911-D AU (50 + ) Very choice obverse with pinkish 

highlights; the reverse is a bit baggy. Scarce. 

.1,650.00 
1911-S AU (50+) Scarce.495.00 

1911-S MS (60 + ) Sharply struck with a very bold mint- 

mark; complimentary surfaces and luster. Scarce 

and almost impossible to find any nicer. 2,950.00 

1912 MS (63 +).3,390.00 

1913 MS (60+).1,260.00 

1913 MS (63)  1,560.00 

1913-S AU (50 +) Lustrous. Scarce.895.00 

1913- S MS (63 + ) Green-gold with superb luster and 

nice surfaces. This offering of S-Mint Half Eagles is 

a very important one indeed. Rare.9,500.00 

1914 MS (63 + ).3,390.00 

1914- DMS (63)  1,600.00 

1914- S MS (60 +) A twin to the second 1913-S; this isn't 

quite as sharp but is equally clean and lustrous. 

Scarce.  3,100.00 

1915 MS (65)  5,220.00 

1915- S MS (60 +) A trifle more lustrous than the last few 

S-Mint coins and similarly well struck. This has an 

extra-sharp mintmark and surfaces with no major 

marks. Very scarce.5,580.00 

1916-S MS (65) The final rare Half Eagle in this group 

and, possibly, the most exciting one. This is a full 

blown Gem which exhibits a bold strike and pleas¬ 

ing color. An important coin for the specialist, (see 

color photo).10,800.00 

EAGLES 

1795 EF (40+) Breen 1-A. (R-4). 13 Leaves Below Eagle. 

Deep green gold. A lovely example of this impor¬ 

tant first year of denomination. Evenly worn with 

some shallow marks confined to the open areas of 

the obverse. Some luster is present at the 

peripheries. It has taken us many months to find 

this coin in answer to the numerous requests we've 

had 14,700.00 

1799 AU (50+ ) Breen 5-G. (R-2). Large Stars. Prooflike 

deep orange-yellow gold. Minimally worn but 

noticeably abraided in the obverse fields. Light ad¬ 

justment marks at 3:00-6:00 on the obverse rim do 

not affect any details, (see color photo). 10,575.00 

1844-0 EF (45) Scarce and unavailable above AU.450.00 

1859-S EF '45) Lustrous and clean and arguably deserv¬ 

ing a full "50" grade. An extremely rare date in EF 

and a coin of which not a single Mint State or 

Choice AU piece is known. This makes Condition 

Census and deserves to reside in the finest of Gold 

v . . 2,950.00 
188I CC F.F '45+ ) Sharpness of an AU coin but down¬ 

graded by a few too many shallow marks in the 

histri ius obverse fields With Mint State examples a 

v>lid R 7 and AU coins quite scarce, this piece 

represents an exceptional value for the price con¬ 

scious Rare f .old collec tor 895.00 

1883 MS (63)  810.00 

1886 EF (40) Amongst the most underrated of all U.S. 

gold coins; see Akers comments on p.165 of his 

Eagles book.475.00 

1888- 0 MS (60) Probably as overrated as the 1886 is 

underrated.600.00 

1889- S MS (63) Pink and green gold. The reverse is a tri¬ 

fle baggy but no more so than usually seen on this 

somewhat scarcer date.975.00 

1892-0 MS (60) Same comments as to the 1888-0. 

.475.00 

1893-0 AU (50) Typical surfaces for the date. Only 

17,000 were struck; scarce.695.00 

1895-0 MS (63) Semiprooflike with delightful bright 

yellow gold. Really not far removed from the "65" 

level. Very overrated in grades up to MS-60 but 

legitimately scarce this nice.1,625.00 

1899 MS (63) '  810.00 

1899 MS (63 + ).2,450.00 

1899-S MS (63) A borderline Gem marked by superb 

luster and clean surfaces. Scarce and vastly under¬ 

rated.975.00 

1899-S MS (63) Remarkably, a second Mint State exam¬ 

ple. This is a deep prooflike with a few more marks 

than the last but an awful lot of eye appeal. 

.1,050.00 

1901 MS (63).810.00 

1901 MS (63 + ).2,450.00 

1901-0 MS (60) Scarce.475.00 

1901-SMS (63).810.00 

1901- S MS (63) Prooflike.895.00 

1902- SMS (63 + ).2,450.00 

1903- SMS (63 + ).2,695.00 

1904 Proof (50 + ) 108 struck; approximately three 

dozen survive of which this is at the top of the 

"reverse condition census." Still, a rare coin 

reasonably priced at.1,750.00 

1907 MS (63) Liberty Head.810.00 

1907 MS (63 +) Liberty Head.2,450.00 

1907 MS (65) Liberty Head, (see color photo) 4,080.00 

1908 MS (65 + ) With Motto. This Gem begs to be in¬ 

cluded in a premium type set.6,650.00 

1908-D MS (67+) Wonder Coin! With Motto. One of 

the two or three finest coins in this offering. 

Removed from absolute perfection solely by a 

microscopic Mint-made planchet flake immediate¬ 

ly to the left of the eagle's right leg. It would not be 

a particularly adventurous statement to call this the 

finest known 1908-D With Motto Eagle, (see color 

photo) Ex Bell II (RARCOA 1963): 489, with flip. 

.22,500.00 

1909 SAU (55).1,025.00 

1910 MS (63).1,230.00 

1910 MS (63 + ) .2,745.00 

1911-S MS (60+) Choice reverse; a thin scrape to the left 

of the date removes this from the "63" level. Scarce. 

.4.350.00 

1913 MS (63).1,230.00 

1914 Proof (65) Only 50 struck in the unusual coarse 

sandblast finish. A splendid coin with no shiny 

spots or minor nicks as often seen on Matte Proof 

Gold. A very rare coin with very few records of 

sale other than major Gold collections. 28,800.00 

1914-S AU (55) Scarce. .. r.895.00 

1914- S MS (63+) A trifle weak at the central obverse; 

otherwise a premium example of a date which is 

quite scarce above MS-60. 7,625.00 

1915- S MS (60 + ) The third rarest S-Mint Indian Eagle 

and a date usually only offered at auction. Our 

coin is lustrous and has taken on a pleasant deep 

yellow tone. The surfaces readily suggest a 63 

grade and, honestly, we have purchased MS-63 

graded 1915-S Eagles at auction which were not as 

nice as this one. An important opportunity for the 

specialist.6,250.00 

1916-S MS (60 + ) .3,175.00 

1916-S MS (63).5,000.00 

1926 MS (63 + )  2,745.00 

1932 MS (63 + )  2,745.00 

1932 MS (65).4,260.00 

DOUBLE EAGLES 

1854 AU (50).840.00 

1872 MS (63 +) Vibrant green gold with a blush of pink 

at the obverse and reverse centers. Just a few too 

many marks to qualify as a "65" but destined, 

someday, to be resold as such. 7,495.00 

1873 MS (60 +) Open 3. A nice Type Two Liberty Head 

Double Eagle type coin. 1,560.00 

1873 MS (63) Open 3. Semiprooflike 2,190.00 

1873-S MS (60) Open 3. Good luster and color; typical 

surfaces. A very scarce date in Mint State. 1,115.00 

1875 MS (60 + ) Pink and green toning; choice reverse 

Another date which is surprisingly scarce in Mint 

State. 1,950.00 

1875-S MS (60). 930.00 

1875- CC MS (60) Semiprooflike obverse. An ideal coin 

for the collector who wants a choice type coin from 

this Mint. 2,250 00 

1876- CC MS (60) Semiprooflike obverse with liberal 

splashes of pink toning. Typical weak strike; 

atypical nice surfaces.1,860.00 

1877 MS (60 + ) Excellent strike. A fairly serious reverse 

gash below ES OF. An underra ted da te. 1,365.00 

1877- S MS (60 + ) Fully prooflike. Extremely clean and 

well struck for the date. Scarce. 1,365.00 

1878 MS (60) Nice color, baggy surfaces. 965.00 

1879-CC VF (35) A very clean example with surfaces far 

less abraided than commonly found. Very scarce. 

.1,500.00 
1884-CC AU (55 +) A true "super slider" which is a wor¬ 

thy rival to most sold as MS-60. 2,250.00 

1888- S MS (60+). .910.00 

1889- CC AU (55 +) Fully lustrous and fairly well struck 

but somewhat baggy.2,450.00 

1890- S MS (60 + ) Clean satiny surfaces exhibit good 

luster and color. Scarce.1,185.00 

1891- SMS (60 + ).1,185.00 

1892- SMS (63 + ).1,905.00 

1894 MS (63).1,050.00 

1894- S MS (65) A Gem. Scarce. 4,140.00 

1895 MS (63) Deep prooflike.1,575.00 

1895- SMS (63 + ).2,380.00 

1896- S MS (63 +) Borderline Gem. Scarce.2,850.00 

1898 MS (60) Scarce.1,160.00 

1898-S MS (63) Semiprooflike.1,260.00 

1898- SMS (63 + ).2,380.00 

1899 MS (63).1,050.00 

1899- S MS (63).1,260.00 

1899- S MS (63+).2,280.00 

1900 MS (63) Prooflike.1,260.00 

1900 MS (65).,2,760.00 

1900- S MS (63) Semiprooflike.1,260.00 

1901- S MS (63).1,310.00 

1901-S MS (63 +) Prooflike.1,905.00 

1903 MS (63 + ).1,905.00 

1903-SMS (63).1,155.00 

1903- S MS (63 +).2,380.00 

1904 MS (63).1,050.00 

1904 MS (63 + ).1,905.00 

1904 MS (63/65) ANACS certified for grade and 

authenticity.2,190.00 

1904 MS (65).2,760.00 

1904 MS (65) Prooflike.3,300.00 

1904 Proof (50) 98 struck; possibly as many as three 

dozen survive.3,950.00 

1904- SMS (63).1,050.00 

1904-S MS (63 +) Prooflike.2,380.00 

1904-S MS (63/65) ANACS certified for grade and 

authenticity.2,190.00 

1907 MS (60 + ) High Relief. Wire Edge variety. A most 

pleasing High Relief with no shiny spots or marks 

on its lovely greenish-yellow surfaces. We have not 

handled many more attractive HR's than this coin 

in a year.13,500.00 

1907 MS (65) Arabic Numerals, No Motto, (see color 

photo).2,400.00 

1908 MS (60+) No Motto.1.240.00 

1908- D MS (63 +) With Motto.4,000.00 

1909 MS (60). 1,060.00 

1909- D MS (60+) .8,025.00 

1911-D MS (60 + ).1,120.00 

1913- SMS (60+).1,980.00 

1914 MS (60+).1,735.00 

1914- S MS (63).1,630.00 

1914- S MS (63+).2,550.00 

1915- S MS (65).2,640.00 

1922 MS(60+).1,380.00 

1922 MS (63).1,920.00 

1923 MS (60 + ).1,530.00 

1923-D MS (63+ ) .2,025.00 

1924 MS (60).845.00 

1924 MS (63). 1.025.00 

1924 MS (63 + ).1,530.00 

1925 MS (63).1.025.00 

1925 MS (63 + ). 1,530.00 

1926-S MS (63) Scarce.4,350.00 

1927 MS (63).1.025 00 

1927 MS (63+). 1.530.00 

1927 MS (65).2,040.00 

1927 MS (65+).2.720.00 

1928 MS (63) 1025.00 

1928 MS (65). 2.040 00 
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PATTERNS 

1838 Proof (65) Judd-73. Kneass Half Dollar design mul¬ 

ed with the Gobrecht Hying Eagle reverse. Silver. 

Reeded Edge. 192 grain restrike; struck from crack¬ 

ed dies. (Low R-6). Superb deep rose-grey toning; a 

Gem example of this popular design, (see color 

photo).9,750.00 

1852 Proof (65 + ) J-135. Gold Ring Half Dollar. Per¬ 

forated. Gold. R.E. (R-7, 7 or so known to exist). 

As struck. An extremely rare and unusual piece. 

.11,750.00 

1854 Proof (63 + ) J-161. The Franklin Peale Cent. 

Bronze. P.E. 96 grain original. (R-5). Chocolate 

brown with some gold areas present.1,750.00 

1858 Proof (63 + ) J-191. Hying Eagle Cent. Large Hying 

Eagle, Small Letters. Copper-Nickel. P.E. (R-5). 

.1,750.00 

1858 Proof (65) J-191. As last. A deep gold Gem; 

superior quality for the issue.2,500.00 

1858 Proof (60+) J-202. Small Hying Eagle obverse; 

reverse of 1859. Copper-Nickel. P.E. (R-5). Light 

obverse scratches; choice reverse.950.00 

1858 Proof (65) J-204. Same obverse as the last; oak 

wreath reverse with ornamented shield above. 

Copper-Nickel. P.E. (R-5). Deep gold toning atop 

brilliant, unmarked surfaces.2,950.00 

1863 Proof (65) J-312. Two Cent piece with obverse 

design similar to the one adapted; curved 2 CENTS 

on the reverse. Bronze. P.E. (R-4). A beautiful 

coin.2,650.00 

1865 Proof (63 +) J-426. Regular dies obverse; reverse of 

1866 with Motto. The Transitional Quarter. Cop¬ 

per. R.E. (R-6). Faded red and olive. Very impor¬ 

tant.3,950.00 

1867 Proof (63 + ) J-570. Longacre obverse; small motto 

reverse. Variety 2 with 7 distant from bust. Nickel. 

P.E. (R-5; 50 struck). A few reverse spots. 1,450.00 

1868 Proof (65 + ) J-618. Three Cent Nickel; larger date 

and smooth surfaced numerals. Nickel. P.E. (R-4). 

Fully brilliant and remarkably choice for a nickel 

pattern. ..,.2,450.00 

1869 Proof (65) J-727. STANDARD SILVER Quarter. 

Second Liberty Head; oak and laurel wreath. 

Silver. R.E. (High R-6). A phenomenally beautiful 

and virtually perfect piece, (see color photo) 

5 500 00 

1869 Proof (69) J-749. STANDARD SILVER Half 

Dollar. Second Liberty Head; oak and laurel 

wreath. Silver. P.E. (R-7). A twin to the last and 

every bit as nice. Probably the finest known of this 

rare issue, (see color photo).7,500.00 

1875 Proof (65) J-1411. Twenty Cent; regular die 

obverse but with smaller date and incuse. LIBER¬ 

TY. Silver. P.E. (R-6). Nicely toned. Rare. 9,750.00 

1882 Proof (63) J-1680. The Barber Nickel. (R-6). 

Nickel. P.E.1,750.00 

FOREIGN 

CANADA 

1917- C Sovereign MS (60).195.00 

1918- C Sovereign AU (55) .180.00 

CHINA 

Republic Dollar. Y.322, K.642. MS (60) Attractive light 

iridescent toning. 275.00 

Hu-Peh Province 1904 Tale. Y.128. MS (63) 495.00 

Sinkiang Province 1918 Dollar Y.45.2, K.1267. AU (55) 

Lustrous with attractive toning. Scarce this nice. 395.00 
DANISH WEST INDIES 

1859 10 Cent Proof (63) Actually a Gem iridescent 

obverse and a dark reverse. Quite rare, a reported 

ten proofs struck!.795.00 
DENMARK 

1868 2 Riksdaler MS (65) With exquisite surfaces and 

light iridescent toning. Rare this nice! 895.00 
GERMANY 

Saxony 1872 Double Thaler MS (65) A common Double 

Thaler, but no Double Thaler is common in this grade! 
. ?so 00 

GREAT BRITAIN 

1844 Six Pence MS (63).95.00 

1849 "Godless" Horin MS (63).295.00 
1853 Gothic Horin MS (63).295.00 

1825 Half Crown MS (63) Attractive light toning. 495.00 
JAPAN 

1905 1 Yen MS (65) An exquisitely toned iridescent 

Gem!.195.00 

SWITZERLAND 

1944 1 Franc MS (67) The so-called Specimen Proof. 

.95.00 
1946 2 Franc MS (67) The so-called Specimen Proof. 

.120.00 
1955 2 Franc MS (67) The so-called Specimen Proof. 

.105.00 
1953 5 Franc MS (67) The so-called Specimen Proof. 

.130.00 
SWEDEN 

1906 2 Kronor MS (67) A blazer! Rare like this. 495.00 

We have full time buying offices in three European 

countries and world-wide contacts. Try us with your 

foreign want list for coins after 1700! 

COMMEMORATIVE SILVER 

Please check our ADP listing for a more comprehensive 
selection. 

Isabella Quarter MS (63).810.00 

Isabella Quarter Proof (55 +) Light but obvious contact 

marks. This Proof meets the diagnostic criteria ex¬ 

pounded by Swiatek/Breen in their Com¬ 

memorative book. Rare.695.00 

Alabama AU (55 + ).220.00 

1935-D Arkansas Type Coin MS (63).125.00 

1935-S Arkansas Type Coin MS (63) 125.00 

1938 Arkansas PDS Set MS (63) 1,410.00 

Bay Bridge MS (60 +).145.00 

1934 Boone Type Coin MS (65 + ) 440.00 

1934 Boone Type Coin MS (67) Superb! 550.00 

1935 Boone Type Coin MS (65 +).345.00 

1935/34 Boone PDS Set MS (65+) One of the finest 

35/34 Sets we have handled.2,160.00 

1937 Boone PDS Set MS (63).960.00 

1938 Boone PDS Set MS (65+) Superb, evenly matched 

original toning.2,070.00 

Bridgeport MS (63).235.00 

Cleveland MS (63).125.00 

Columbia, SC PDS Set MS (65+) Evenly matched 
original toning. A premium set. 585 00 

1892 Columbian Exposition AU (55 +) 20.00 

1892 Columbian Exposition MS (60) 25 00 

1892 Columbian Exposition MS (60 + ) 35.00 
1892 Columbian Exposition MS (67) Superb1 Deep 

iridescent toning. 370.00 

1893 Columbian Exposition AU (55 +) 20.00 

1893 Columbian Exposition MS (60) 25.00 

1893 Columbian Exposition MS (60+) 35.00 

1893 Columbian Exposition MS (63) 50.00 

GettysburgAU (55+).215.00 
Gettysburg MS (65 + ) A frosty Gem. 695.00 

Grant With Star MS (63). 1,080.00 

Grant With Star MS (65 + ) Deeply toned; amazing 

quality for this scarce issue. 8,000.00 

Huguenot MS (63) 220.00 

Iowa MS (65 +) Choice even for this issue. 230.00 

Lexington MS (67) Superb! A blazer. 360.00 

Lincoln MS (63) Underrated. 235.00 

Maine MS (6). 245.00 

Maryland MS (65 +) Much cleaner than usual. 800.00 

Missouri MS (63).840.00 

Monroe MS (63). 100.00 

Norfolk MS (67) Superb! Superbly toned; satin surfaces. 

Norfolk MS (67+) Superb! Incredible color; unblemish¬ 

ed surfaces.2,130.00 

1926 Oregon MS (65 +) Deeply toned.295.00 

1933- D Oregon MS (65 + ) Nice gold toning. 1,400.00 

1934- D Oregon MS (65 +) Superior surfaces and luster. 

.880.00 

1936 Oregon MS (65 +).640.00 

1936 Oregon MS (67+) Superb! Awesome. 1,200.00 

1936- S Oregon MS (65 +).850.00 

1937- D Oregon MS (67) Superb! 600.00 

1938 Oregon PDS Set MS (67) Superb! Untoned and 

unmarked.1,750.00 

1939 Oregon PDS Set MS (65 +) Dark edge toning from 

album storage.2,600.00 

Panama-Pacific MS (65 + ) Superbly toned and very 

lustrous. 4,000.00 

1920 Pilgrim MS (65 + ) .320.00 
Roanoke MS (63) .290.00 

Robinson. MS (65 + ) Exceptionally clean for the issue. 

.385.00 

1935- S San Diego MS (60 + ).120.00 

Spanish Trail MS (67) Superb! Unmarked surfaces. 

.550.00 

1934 Texas Type Coin MS (60 + ). 165.00 

1934 Texas Type Coin MS (65 + ). 425.00 

1935 Texas MS (67) Superb! 530.00 

1935 Texas MS (67+) Superb! Deeply toned. 795.00 

1936- D Texas MS (65 +).425.00 

1936 Texas PDS Set MS (67) Superb! All three coins are 

deeply and evenly toned.1,730.00 

1937 Texas PDS Set MS (65 + ) Similar toning to the last 

set.1,475.00 

1930 Texas PDS Set MS (65 + ) Another original toned 

set.1,840.00 

Vermont AU (50+) .140.00 

Vermont MS (63) .420.00 

1946 Booker T. Washington Type Coin MS (63). 18.00 

1946 Booker T. Washington PDS Set MS (60 +) . 55.00 

1946 Booker T. Washington PDS Set MS (63) . 65.00 

1947 Booker T. Washington PDS Set MS (63). 95.00 

1949 Booker T. Washington PDS Set MS (63) . 300.00 

1950 Booker T. Washington PDS Set MS (63) 245.00 
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There is only one way you are 
sure to get the coin you want. 

The Heritage 
Assured Delivery Program. 

Now you arc sure to get the coin you want 
with the new Assured Delivery Program. Never 
again will you spend months searching through 
price lists, catalogs, advertising lists, or auctions 
for the one coin you want only to realize after 
you think you’ve purchased it, the coin is “sold 
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out. 

Now you can be sure. 
Since your satisfaction and enjoyment in 

numismatics is our number one goal, we’ve 
developed a new method of buying coins so that 
you can be sure of buying the coin you want. 

Our new Assured Delivery Program allows 
you to purchase any of the Assured Delivery coins 
and have that coin shipped to you within 30 days 
after receipt of your paid order. 

And, so that you can keep your money work¬ 
ing, your check will not be deposited into our 
bank until we’ve filled your order. This is 
especially helpful for you today because of the 
availability of interest bearing checking accounts. 

A program tested and proven. 
During the coin rush from 1977-1980, many 

of our customers experienced the “sorry, sold 
out'' problem. In an attempt to satisfy the rising 
demand for coins, we privately tested the Assured 
Delivery concept with a few of our customers. 
The result was that within a two week period 
after receipt of the customer’s order, over 80% of 
the coins were either already available or had 
flowed into our inventory and were immediately 
shipped to their new owners. Of the remaining 
20% of the orders, almost all of the coins were 
discovered in the market within 30 days, as our 
buyers frantically searched at major coin shows 
and auctions. 

Now, Heritage Rare Coin Galleries has the 
largest selection of coins in the world, and we feel 
that almost all of the requests for Assured 

Delivery coins can be filled immediately. 

Your assurance with our pledge. 
By ordering through the Assured Delivery 

Program, the fulfillment of your coin need 
becomes our top priority. Here is our six point 
pledge to you: 
1. We pledge to complete your order first if the 

coins are currently in stock. 
2. We pledge to instruct our buyers to concen¬ 

trate on locating your coins in the current 
market. 

3. We pledge to assign priority to your order 
above all want lists. 

4. We pledge to deposit your check only when 
your coins are shipped. 

5. We pledge to provide you with the same 
guarantees of quality and of authenticity, and 
with identical privileges as a buyer on any nor¬ 
mal order. 

6. We pledge to ship your coins within 30 days 
after receipt of your order. 

Because we are so sure that you will receive 
your Assured Delivery coins as pledged, we make 
the following promise: 

On any Assured Delivery order not shipped 
within the thirty day period\ you will he sent 
your original check, or our check in the 
amount of the unshipped portion, plus a dis¬ 
count coupon good for 10% off your next 
purchase. 

Be sure to get the coin you want. 
Take advantage of our Assured Delivery Pro¬ 

gram today and order the coins you need. The 
back of your order form is especially designed for 
your Assured Delivery order. 

You are sure to get the coin you want with 
the Assured Delivery Program — or get your 10% 
off! Send in your order today! 



Assured Delivery Program 
m 

UNITED STATES TYPE COINS 

Our current selection of commemoratives is extensive, with multiple pieces of virtually all coins listed in stock. Please state 
your preferences concerning toned or brilliant pieces when ordering, since we will usually have several to choose from. 

Thank you. 

Specific dates will be selected by Heritage Rare Coin Galleries based on current availability. 

MS MS PRF PRF MS MS PRF PRF 

63 + 65 63 + 65 63 + 65 63 + 65 

Half Cents-Classic (R&B) 1650 2650 CALL CALL Barber Dimes 840 1320 1650 2580 

Half Cents-Braid(R&B) 1875 2800 CALL CALL Mercury Dimes — — — 430 

Lrg Cnts-Coronet (R&B) 1150 1850 GNA GNA Twenty Cent Pieces 4440 6720 4950 7500 

Lrg Cnts-Braid (R&B) 950 1600 GNA GNA Bust Quarters (Large) 9720 CALL GNA GNA 

Flying Eagle Cents 1695 2760 CALL CALL Bust Quarters (Small) 7350 CALL GNA GNA 

Copr Nickel Cnts (59) 1695 2760 CALL CALL Std Lib Quarters (ND) 8700 CALL GNA GNA 

Copr Nickel Cents (60-64) 720 1140 2040 3120 Std Lib Quarters (NM) 2385 3780 2280 3600 
Indian Head Cents 240 400 1050 1680 Std Lib Quarters (A&R) 5340 8400 GNA GNA 

1909 VDB Cent — 60 1950 2750 Std Lib Quarters (54-55 Arr) 3640 5700 GNA GNA 

Two Cent Pieces 1080 1680 1740 2640 Std Lib Quarters (W/M) 1950 3060 2145 3360 
Three Cent Nickels 870 1380 1100 1680 Std Lib Quarters (73-4 Arr) 3180 4560 4050 CALL 

Three Cent Silver Ty 1 1900 3120 — — Barber Quarters 1530 2400 2100 3360 
Three Cent Silver Ty 2 2790 4500 CALL CALL Stdg Lib Quarters (Ty 1 fh> 900 1320 — — 

Three Cent Silver Ty 3 1800 2940 1995 3120 Stdg Lib Quarters (Ty 2) 300 450 — — 

Shield Nickels (w/Rays) 1975 3180 CALL CALL Stdg Lib Quarters (Ty 2 fhi 870 1320 — — 

Shield Nickels 1000 1560 1335 2040 Bust Halves 3720 5820 CALL CALL 

Lib Head Nickels (NO 310 540 1395 2040 Bust Halves (Reeded) 4890 CALL GNA GNA 

Lib Head Nickels 665 1020 860 1260 Std Lib Halves (NM) 2730 4320 2970 4680 

Buffalo Nickels Ty 1 — 240 CALL CALL Std Lib Halves (A&R) CALL CALL GNA GNA 

Buffalo Nickels Ty 2 — — 1860 2640 Std Lib Halves (54-55 Arr) 4250 6300 — — 

Jefferson Nickels (War) — — — 310 Std Lib Halves (W/M) 2580 6300 2850 4500 

Bust Half Dimes 2800 4680 CALL CALL Std Lib Halves (73-4 Arr) 4440 CALL GNA GNA 

Std Lib Half Dimes (NS) 2900 4680 GNA GNA Barber Halves 2685 4200 3060 4800 

Std Lib Half Dimes (ND) 2145 3300 GNA GNA Walking Lib Halves — — — 840 

Std Lib Half Dimes (WS) 1850 2940 3720 CALL Std Lib Dollars (NM) 4650 7200 5220 8100 

Std Lib Half Dimes (Arr) 1850 2940 GNA GNA Std Lib Dollars (W/M) 5000 7800 5040 7800 
Std Lib Half Dimes (Lgd) 1545 2400 1825 2880 Trade Dollars 3450 5220 4695 7200 

Bust Dimes (Large) 6900 CALL GNA GNA Morgan Dollars — — 3570 5400 
Bust Dimes (Small) 4950 7800 GNA GNA 

Std Lib Dimes (NS) 3975 5760 GNA GNA 

Std Lib Dimes (ND) 2520 4080 GNA GNA 

Std Lib Dimes (W/S) 2265 3720 4095 CALL 

Std Lib Dimes (53-55 Arr) 2265 3720 GNA GNA CALL - Please call one of our professional numismatists to 

Std Lib Dimes (Lgd) 1150 1800 1650 2580 discuss current availability and price. 

Std Lib Dimes (73-74 Arr) 4560 6960 3360 CALL GNA - Generally Not Available in the current market. 
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MORGAN & PEACE 
SILVER DOLLARS 

MORGAN DOLLARS 
MS 

634- 
MS 
65 

MS MS 1881-CC 340 445 
63 + 65 1881-0 290 500 

1878 8tf 260 420 1881-S 115 150 
1878 7/8tf 450 780 1882-P 245 420 
1878 7tf 235 395 1882-CC 180 240 
1878 7tf (r. 79) 275 435 1882-0 275 475 
1878-CC 240 320 1882-S 150 220 
1878-S 135 190 1883-P 260 445 
1879-P 350 625 1883-CC 165 210 
1879-CC 3030 4800 1883-0 135 215 
1879-0 560 990 1883-S 1550 2400 
1879-S 120 160 1884-P 295 500 
1880-P 275 475 1884-CC 165 210 
1880-CC 360 480 1884-0 135 215 
1880-0 650 1140 1884-S 7380 12000 
1880-S 120 155 1885-P 135 210 
1881-P 255 440 1885-CC 330 425 

s 
MS MS MS MS 

634- 65 63 + 65 

1885-0 135 215 1900-P 240 420 
1885-S 610 1020 1900-0 210 355 
1886-P 115 175 1900-0/CC 465 750 
1886-0 1980 3240 1900-S 480 690 
1886-S 440 690 1901-P 8250 14400 
1887-P 120 185 1901-0 265 460 
1887-0 450 810 1901-S 1510 2520 
1887-S 500 895 1902-P 595 1080 
1888-P 230 390 1902-0 230 400 
1888-0 245 415 1902-S 860 1320 
1888-S 470 720 1903-P 330 570 
1889-P 295 525 1903-0 650 975 
1889-CC 13750 19800 1903-S 5700 9000 
1889-0 1140 2040 1904-P 930 1620 
1889-S 330 540 1904-0 180 300 
1890-P 375 675 1904-S 2550 3600 
1890-CC 540 795 1921-P 130 215 
1890-0 685 1260 1921-D 395 720 
1890-S 235 390 1921-S 570 1050 
1891-P 685 1230 
1891-CC 525 810 PEACE DOLLARS 
1891-0 1350 2520 MS MS 
1891-S 250 420 63 + 65 

1892-P 1025 1710 1921-P 1150 1920 
1892-CC 725 1010 1922-P 115 190 
1892-0 1500 2700 1922-D 395 720 
1893-P 1310 2040 1922-S 430 765 
1893-CC 3195 5100 1923-P 115 185 
1893-0 7665 13200 1923-D 500 925 
1894-P 3420 5400 1923-S 565 1020 
1894-0 5640 10200 1924-P 245 435 
1894-S 1370 2100 1924-S 1485 2640 
1895-Pr. 24300 30000 1925-P 185 330 
1895-0 17460 30000 1925-S 690 1140 
1895-S 3090 4800 1926-P 415 730 
1896-P 200 330 1926-D 655 1170 
1896-0 7350 13200 1926-S 350 600 
1896-S 1350 1980 1927-P 745 1290 
1897-P 270 465 1927-D 1920 3300 
1897-0 3945 6900 1927-S 720 1140 
1897-S 265 440 1928-P 1125 1830 
1898-P 220 365 1928-S 725 1140 
1898-0 200 330 1934-P 785 1380 
1898-S 540 780 1934-D 1110 1920 
1899-P 440 720 1934-S 4170 6300 
1899-0 210 360 1935-P 570 1000 
1899-S 575 840 1 1935-S 1165 1950 

RTY HALVES 1942 195 
1942-D 335 1934 

1934-D 
1934- S 
1935 
1935- D 
1935- S 
1936 
1936- D 
1936-S 
1937 

630 
1200 
1920 
360 

1200 
1380 
360 
630 
900 
360 

1942- S 
1943 
1943- D 
1943- S 
1944 
1944- D 
1Q44-S 
1945 
1945- D 

615 
195 
395 
570 
195 
285 
510 
195 
290 

1937-D 1020 All coins are MS 65. ! 1945-S 385 
1937-S 960 1946 270 
1938 660 1946-D 215 
1938-D 1800 1939-S 570 1941 195 1946-S 335 
1939 480 1940 290 1941-D 290 1947 410 
1939-D 420 1940-S 600 1941-S 870 1947-D 410 
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COMMEMORATIVES 

MS MS MS MS MS MS 
63 + 65 63 4- 65 63 + 65 

Isabella Quarter 1305 1800 Gettysburg 435 525 Rhode Island-PDS 720 840 
Lafayette Dollar 3180 4800 Grant with Star 3540 6000 Rhode Island-Type 240 275 
Alabama 2x2 1100 1560 Grant 285 410 Roanoke 385 510 
Alabama 800 1110 Hawaiian 1620 2040 Robinson-Arkansas 225 290 
Albany 475 580 Hudson 1210 1470 1935-S San Diego 240 330 
Antietam 610 720 Huguenot-Walloon 380 540 1936-D San Diego 270 370 
1935 Arkansas-PDS 510 625 Iowa 155 175 Sesquicentennial 225 360 
1936 Arkansas-PDS 510 625 Lexington-Concord 155 215 Spanish Trail 1335 1530 
1937 Arkansas-PDS 580 720 Lincoln-Illinois 395 550 Stone Mountain 80 100 
1938 Arkansas-PDS 930 1170 Long Island 175 230 1934 Texas 260 320 
1939 Arkansas-PDS 1530 1800 Lynchburg 375 480 1935 Texas-PDS 790 975 
Arkansas-Type 160 200 Maine 415 585 1936 Texas-PDS 835 1040 
Bay Bridge 255 325 Maryland 425 600 1937 Texas-PDS 895 1100 
1934 Boone 260 330 Missouri 2x4 1395 1920 1938 Texas-PDS 1170 1380 
1935/4 Boone-PDS 1770 2160 Missouri 1320 1800 Texas-Type (No 1934) 260 320 
1935 Boone-PDS 640 780 Monroe 230 360 Fort Vancouver 995 1260 
1936 Boone-PDS 665 810 New Rochelle 730 870 Vermont 660 900 
1937 Boone-PDS 1215 1470 Norfolk 680 850 1946 BT Washington-PDS 75 85 
1938 Boone-PDS 1740 2070 1926 Oregon Trail 185 225 1947 BT Washington-PDS 110 125 
Boone-Type 215 260 1926-S Oregon Trail 215 270 1948 BT Washington-PDS 245 290 
Bridgeport 340 450 1928 Oregon Trail 470 570 1949 BT Washington-PDS 380 460 
California Jubilee 330 440 1933-D Oregon Trail 880 1050 1950 BT Washington-PDS 325 410 
Cincinnati-PDS 1515 1800 1934-D Oregon Trail 510 660 1951 BT Washington-PDS 225 270 
Cincinnati-Type 500 595 1936 Oregon Trail 375 480 BT Washington-Type 20 30 
Cleveland-Great Lakes 170 210 1936-S Oregon Trail 505 635 1951 Wash-Carver-PDS 210 250 
Columbia-PDS 1150 1320 1937-D Oregon Trail 290 360 1952 Wash-Carver-PDS 280 330 
Columbia-Type 380 440 1938 Oregon Trail-PDS 925 1050 1953 Wash-Carver-PDS 350 400 
1892 Columbian 135 220 1939 Oregon Trail-PDS 1600 1950 1954 Wash-Carver-PDS 215 250 
1893 Columbian 135 220 Oregon Trail-Type 185 220 Washington Carver-Type 20 30 
Connecticut 475 610 Panama-Pacific 1980 3000 Wisconsin 460 580 
Delaware 495 640 1920 Pilgrim 165 240 York County 410 510 
Elgin 390 495 1921 Pilgrim 380 525 

COMMEMORATIVE GOLD 

MS MS 
63 + 65 

1903 Louisiana Purchase/Jefferson 1080 2280 
1903 Louisiana Purchase/McKinley 1080 2280 
1904 Lewis & Clark 2280 5040 
1905 Lewis & Clark 2280 5040 
Panama-Pacific $1.00 1200 2520 
Panama-Pacific $2.50 3420 8280 
1916 McKinley 1200 2640 

MS MS 
63 + 65 

1917 McKinley 1260 3000 
Grant 1650 3300 
Grant with Star 1710 3300 
Sesquicentennial $2.50 900 2280 
Panama Pacific $50 Round 63000 
Panama Pacific $50 Octagonal 51000 



Tut more money in your pocket with our 
competitive commission rates." 

When it comes time to sell some or 
all of your collection, you naturally 
want to deposit the most money into 
your checking account. 

That's why when you consign your 
treasured numismatic pieces to us, we 
work closely with you to make sure 
you're completely satisfied with your 
rate. 

And when you combine our com¬ 
petitive commission rates with our abil¬ 
ity to realize top prices, you've got the 
best opportunity for your checking ac¬ 
count to fatten quickly. 

If fast cash flow is your need, we 
can arrange for a cash advance on your 
consignment. It's easy and quick — two 
advantages you may enjoy just by call¬ 
ing our toll free number to discuss your 
coins. 

Insuring your success 
Anyone can offer you a competitive 

commission rate. 
But selling your coins to other col¬ 

lectors for top dollar takes more. 
To insure the successful sale of 

your coins takes the care, concern, and 
experience of Heritage Numismatic 
Auctions. No one else offers you all 
these other important benefits: 

• All color catalog — nothing sells rare 
coins to other collectors better than 
color photography. We've got more 
color in our catalogs than anyone. 

• Researched descriptions — our word- 
picture narratives create inviting, 
mind's eye images like "a blush of rose 
gold toning" that brings out the best in 
your coins. 

• Bidding competition — fierce competi¬ 
tion is specifically created by our 
expert auctioneers who orchestrate the 
mail bids and floor bids in search of 
the highest bidder in the land. 

• Loyal bidding audience — our coin 
buyers anxiously await each sale cata¬ 
log storing up purchasing power in 
anticipation of the offering of your 
coins. 

Put more money in your pocket 
We're confident your coins will 

realize top dollar in our December sale. 
And with your competitive commission 
rate, you'll put the most money in your 
pocket. 

Contact: Bob Merrill toll free (1) 800-527-9250; 
in Texas call collect (214) 631-1110. 

Consignment Deadline: October 10, for the 
sale date of December 17-18. 





Heritage Rare Coin Galleries 
7950 Elmbrook Drive • Suite 100 

Dallas, Texas 75247 USA 
(214) 631-1110 . WATS 1-800-US COINS (872-6467) 


